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A note from the external evaluators
If you are part of the Back from the Brink ‘family’ you will immediately grasp why this report is titled
‘Managing complexity’.
For those of you who aren’t intimately involved a quick note by way of explanation. This programme
has complexity at every turn. The size and extent of the programme, the range and varying needs of
stakeholders, the ambition for engaging audiences, the uncertain nature of some of the
programme’s work, the shifting policy context within which it is working and the scale of its
ambitions.
Some of the programme’s work has been tried and tested before in the sector and some is
completely new; from seemingly straightforward aspects such as the way we understand what
difference we are making to how many or how widespread a species is, through how we balance
care for habitats to allow one species to prosper whilst keeping an eye on the landscape, to how we
get people excited about these amazing species. Each of these is multi-faceted and complex.
And all of this is couched within a journey seeking new ways of working together and collaborating.
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It’s complicated and the Back from the Brink programme is managing all of this complexity within a
time-limited, budget-limited programme.

Executive
summary

‘Back from the Brink’ (BftB) is a £6.6m landmark partnership programme that brings together
Natural England and a coalition of seven of the UK’s leading wildlife charities; namely Amphibian and
Reptile Conservation; Bat Conservation Trust; Buglife; Bumblebee Conservation Trust; Butterfly
Conservation; Plantlife; and the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds.
The common cause that unites them is saving 20 of our most vulnerable species from extinction and
helping another 200 species that are under threat move to a more certain future. It is funded by the
National Lottery Heritage Fund and a range of other funders and in-kind contributions from partner
organisations.
The programme has reached its half way stage and this has provided a useful point at which to
revisit the original concepts of the programme to reflect upon lessons learnt and to plan actions for
the remainder of the project. It has also provided partners the opportunity to share learning with
peers in the sector; thus spreading the value from the investment in BftB.
The greatest success of this ground-breaking programme to date has undoubtedly been providing
the focus and coordination needed to create connectivity between organisations and bring this
partnership together. Whilst the case for collaboration is widely accepted within the conservation
sector, many organisations face challenges in making the most of the opportunities it offers.
Partnership working within BftB does not have one singularity; moreover, a wide variety of types of
partnership operate at different scales and levels. This is manifesting itself in everything from
strategic alliances to practical cost-sharing and on the ground collaboration between projects
through sharing of expertise.
This model of collaboration and a pooling of capabilities is at the heart of Back from the Brink and is
essential addressing the complex challenge posed by species extinction. There have been many
benefits of the partnership structure already, for example it has made thinking processes pertinent
to the sector more visible and accessible on a level playing field to all the partners; facilitating
discussion and joint problem solving.
This partnership is backed by a foundation of a strong brand and media presence which has put the
conservation of these most endangered of species on the map and in the public conscience. Culture
and the arts have already proved to be powerful tools for BftB to find ways of ‘reframing’ the stories
of species conservation to have greater relevance and resonance with a broad range of
communities; geographic, demographic and of interest. Adding the concept of nature
connectedness into this mix has given a strong focus to this work and afforded conservation
organisations a greater ability to ensure a long-term impact from engagement in species
conservation.
The 17 projects (10 single species and 7 taking an integrated multi-taxon approach) and central
strand of work (helping to deliver ‘Inspiring a Nation’) have already making a difference to heritage,
people and communities for example:

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Helping to change what people see as ‘nature conservation’ and our most endangered
species
Raise the profile of our most endangered species with over 15 million people from a cross
section of society including beginning to reach beyond the audiences who are already
‘warm’ to nature conservation
Revealing the intrinsic value and beauty in some of our least known flora and fauna
Empowering a swathe of landowners across England to help them take action for species –
unlocking a much vaster tract of habitats than species conservation organisations are
normally able to influence
Undertaking essential conservation work on the ground to make homes and provide food for
our threatened wildlife
Gaining a clearer picture of the extent of our species through monitoring and surveying
Mobilising communities and an over 2000 strong team of volunteers to help deliver this
work.

The Species Recovery Curve is a unifying concept of BftB for documenting changes to the ‘health’ of
a species as a result of on the ground conservation works and changes to management of habitats.
Navigating the practicalities of implementing this system has been a fertile ground for discussion
amongst partners which will continue throughout the life of the programme. Hand-in-hand with this
BftB has kick-started emerging conversations on how to align this pedagogy with the way in which
the wider sector operates and measures success. It is also starting to bring clarity to the place of
species conservation in landscape scale thinking.
One test of the level of innovation is whether a project hits ‘bumpy edges’ along the way. This is a
pathfinder project and part of its role is to explore if there is ‘proof of concept’ for this way of
working and it is therefore not only inevitable but a key role of such a project to identify the
challenges faced in inspiring a nation, bring species back from the brink and working at a new level
of partnership. Challenges have arisen at both an operational and strategic levels and include, but
are not limited to:

•

•

The programme structure has been set up as strongly operational but with strategic ambitions. A
number of operational issues continue to require attention and existing structures and resources can
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•

Catalysing a large and complex work package and associated budgets with added
complications of unpredictable factors such as weather
Mobilising and retaining the work force to deliver this and finding effective ways to
Communicate and supporting each other across a multi-agency, geographically disparate
team working at strategic, management and operational levels
Creating quality systems and putting protocols in place for species monitoring that can
ensure the right level of information is available to make informed decisions about species
conservation in the future
Finding more ways to make the most of the collaborative nature of the programme and
broaden the benefit beyond the core partners without exceeding capacity.
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deal with many of these. However if the strategic ambitions of the partnership to make a difference
to the way in which partners work, to impact on working practices and thinking in the sector and to
find sustainable models of working longer term are to be realised serious resource and leadership is
needed to drive this area of work forward for the remainder of the project.
Back from the Brink has already proved itself to be exceptional in the way it is working and in the
kinds of difference it is making to our nation’s natural heritage and people. The programme has
started to put in place a blueprint for tackling some of the most pertinent of challenges for species
conservation in England. The opportunity now for the Back from the Brink ‘family’ is to finish this
blueprint by designing and enacting an ambitious yet achievable legacy that is fitting for a
pathfinder programme of this kind.
A number of recommendations have been developed as part of the interim evaluation process to
help address challenges, take advantage of opportunities the partnership has created and articulate
legacy. These are summarised in section 9 of this document however the two most urgent and
important of these are undoubtedly:
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1. Dealing proactively with the current underspend issue in combination with the potential for
premature departure of project and programme staff
2. Making a clear set of decisions about the shape of the legacy of BftB, committing resources
to ensure these happen and providing leadership to signal that ensuring a legacy from work
already undertaken is a higher priority than undertaking new work.
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1. Background

1.1 The species crisis
Species have a three-fold significance; they have their own intrinsic value; they perform a profusion
of functions that provide us with ecosystem services, and they are the building blocks for all wildlife
communities, habitats, ecosystems and landscapes. The Biodiversity 2020 Strategy calls for ‘no
further human-induced extinctions’ yet some species are on the brink of extinction and people are
undoubtedly to blame.

1.2 Back from the Brink
‘Back from the Brink’ (BFTB) is a partnership project that brings together a range of conservation
organisations to focus on protecting key threatened species. The programme is being run by Natural
England and the Partnership for Species Conservation – a coalition of seven of the UK’s leading
wildlife charities; namely Amphibian and Reptile Conservation; Bat Conservation Trust; Buglife;
Bumblebee Conservation Trust; Butterfly Conservation; Plantlife; and the Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds. In addition to the eight core partners there are 22 other delivery partners 1. It is
funded by the National Lottery Heritage Fund and a range of other funders and in-kind contributions
from partner organisations.
By working together at sites across the country, ‘Back from the Brink’ aims to save 20 species from
extinction and help another 200 species that are under threat move to a more certain future. It aims
to be a key contributor to achieving the government’s Biodiversity 2020 strategy and forms part of
Natural England’s Species Recovery Programme, which focuses on boosting populations of rare
insects, birds, amphibians, plants, fungi, and mammals.

1.3 The role of monitoring and evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation are particularly important for Back from the Brink because it is
undertaking ground-breaking, game-changing work that, if successful, could deliver a raft of new
impacts and create a new way of working for the sector. It is therefore important to properly
understand what works and what doesn’t about this approach and the extent of the delivery against
outcome areas. This can then inform evidence-based decision making about similar programmes in
the future.
Key features of the project work that make it a high priority for evaluation are shown in the
following diagram.
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Crown Estate, Dorset Bat Group, Devon Wildlife Trust, Elveden Estates, Forestry Commission, Hesketh Golf
Club, Hillside Golf Club, Kew Millennium Seed Bank, Lancashire Wildlife Trust, Ministry of Defence, National
Trust, Network Rail, Norfolk Wildlife Trust, Parham Estate, Peoples Trust for Endangered Species, Sefton
Council, Southport & Ainsdale Golf Club, The Vincent Wildlife Trust, University of East Anglia, Wildscreen,
Woodland Trust, Yorkshire WT
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1

Aiming to create a
new relationship with
some audiences

New way of working
together and to
highlight this
partnership approach

Key
features of
the
project

Piloting using the
recovery curve as a
unifying concept for
planning large scale
single and integrated
species projects such
as this

A desire to deepen
the relationship with
some audiences

The need to create a
tangible legacy that is
a stepping stone to
future work in this
field

Figure 1: Diagram to show the key features of the BFTB project which make monitoring and evaluation key to
understanding its success and drawing out lessons learnt.

1.4 Methodology
Heritage Insider Ltd were appointed in November 2017 to be independent evaluators for the
programme working in collaboration with Just Ecology whose role is to encourage the adoption of a
robust and effective scientific approach to monitoring in the BftB projects. The work of both
consultants is guided by a Monitoring and Evaluation (M and E) Task and Finish Group consisting of
representatives from the Steering Group, Programme Team and partners.

•
•

Provides a joined-up approach to monitoring and evaluation bringing together the diverse
ecological, people engagement and project delivery within this project
Establishes a theory of change for the project
Sets out the process for evaluating the programme and associated timeframes and budgets
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A Monitoring and Evaluation Framework was created during the development stage of the project
(by Heritage Insider) and updated during the start-up phase of delivery (by Heritage Insider with
input from Just Ecology and the Programme team). The key purpose is to provide an overall
structure for monitoring and evaluation across the stakeholders and projects that form Back from
the Brink. The Framework:

•
•
•

Identifies training and support need for evaluation and sets out a strategy for meeting these
needs
Identifies where external support is required and provides briefs for this work
Explicitly links the evaluation monitoring process to legacy planning.

The key evaluation questions (KEQs) help to frame the whole evaluation process and guide the data
collection and its interpretation:
Project delivery and outcomes
1. Have adequate monitoring schemes been designed and implemented?
2. Have outputs, aims and objectives of project been achieved for each project?
3. What have been the key facilitators and blockers for this work?
4. Who has benefited and how?
5. Did the recovery curve model prove to be an effective unifying planning tool for multiple
projects?
6. How effectively have the messages of Back from the Brink been communicated both
internally and externally?
7. Which strategies have been most successful for engaging people in Back from the Brink and
where is there work still to be done?
Project systems
8. Have project management systems been appropriate and effective?
9. Are there additional benefits or challenges for working in this way? When is it appropriate
to work in this way and when isn’t it?
Project impacts, legacy and learning
10. What are the longer-term impacts of the project?
11. What have the impacts been for the wider sector and what are the implications for future
work?
12. Is this kind of large-scale project an effective way to tackle the species extinction crisis?
13. What major lessons have been learnt from the project and how have the partners grown
and developed as a result? Have there been wider impacts on the sector?
The interim evaluation is the first set point at which the BftB programme is evaluated and a mosaic
approach2 has been employed. Data collection methods for this stage of evaluation were as follows:

2

This involves triangulating a variety of evaluation techniques to help minimise bias, gather as robust a picture
of the programme as possible and engage a variety of stakeholders.
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1. Desk-based review of project documents including risk register, budget and monitoring
spreadsheets and quarterly reports
2. A guided reflection conducted by each project using a standardised reflective practice
format N=16
3. Review of a sample of evaluation data collected by project teams

4. Feedback on from each project on ecological monitoring plans (feeding into the review
of ecological data collection undertaken by Just Ecology, see Appendix 1 for full
methodology)
5. Discussions at M and E task and finish group about the implementation of the Species
Recovery Curve (SRC)
6. Key informant interviews with a number of stakeholders including an exit interview with
David Hodd ex Programme Manager (Dec 2018); Rethink Nature CEOs3; N = 9
7. A reflective practice4 Project Learning Review (PLR) with the both the Project Steering
Group and Monitoring and Evaluation task and finish group facilitated by Heritage
Insider
8. A Recommendation and Validation workshop with Project Officers and Managers and
another with the Project Steering Group5
9. An evaluation of the Monitoring and Evaluation training and support programme, see
Appendix 2 N=20
Data has then been synthesized across these data sources to create the independent interpretation
of the results set out in the remainder of this report.
There are a number of limitations identified in this evaluation process for example:
1. Bias6 in data – in every evaluation there is a certain amount of bias in data and the
evaluators work hard to reduce this as much as possible and to mitigate it by
triangulating data7
2. Unable to review all data – Heritage Insider have been unable to interview some
delivery partners and Board members who would have been involved in the interim
evaluation however, the evaluators are confident in the findings using the evidence
available
3. Breadth of data – Whilst in an ideal world a full data set would provide the most robust
of evaluations. However, every evaluation must work pragmatically within the
boundaries of time, resources and the practicability of gathering and analysing data.
The full possible extent of useful data has therefore not been available. For example,
only the core eight delivery partners have been involved in the main evaluation process
and not the 22 delivery partners (although some of these will have been involved in
collection of monitoring and evaluation data at a project level which has informed this
report). Another example is in assessing the ecological monitoring plans of projects
where not all information has been available
4. Skills of project staff - Few project staff have a good level of experience of undertaking
evaluation of their work. In addition, few partner organisations themselves had robust
3

Wanda Fojt, Liz Newton, Dan Hoare, Gill Perkins, Kit Stoner, Matt Shardlow, Nicola Hutchinson, Tony Gent
Using Rolfe’s reflective practice framework (2011). PSG 6 February 2019, T&FG 7 February 2019
5 Project Officers/Managers 7 May 2019, PSG 22 May 2019
6 Systematic influence that is exerted, consciously or not, in the implementation, documentation or analysis of research
work, resulting in findings that vary from “true,” unbiased research.
7 The use of more than two methods or sources to validate data findings on some program aspect. It also refers to the use
of two or more research methodologies to cross-examine the same activities so that biases and weaknesses intrinsic to
data use are minimized.
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internal monitoring and evaluation systems at the start of programme delivery. A
training and support programme has supported staff to develop knowledge and skills
however the evaluators have needed to work within the boundaries of staff capabilities.
This has led to a sub-optimal level and quality of evaluation data being collected at
project level which has in turn impacted upon the breadth of story the evaluators are
able to draw out from the data.
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2. Founding the
partnership

2.1 Creating connectivity to foster collaboration
What turns Back from the Brink into more than just a collection of disparate species conservation
projects?
The answer is collaboration.
The greatest success of the project to date has undoubtedly been bringing the partnership together.
Whilst the case for collaboration is widely accepted within the conservation sector, many
organisations face challenges in making the most of the opportunities it offers. These obstacles to
collaboration include disparate partner goals or priorities, different organisational cultures,
communication problems and real or perceived power imbalances between partners.
Collaboration is not a means to an end in itself, it is a means to achieving better outcomes in the real
world. Collaboration is at the heart of addressing a complex challenge such as building support for
and delivery of species recovery. No one organisation can achieve this alone. Why? Because the
capabilities needed to resolve the issue are not found within one single organisation and a focus is
needed to bring organisations together to act in a concerted way, across a focused timeline. Back
from the Brink is the first NLHF funded project in the UK to work in this way.
The case for working together was clearly apparent within the development stage of this programme
and the drivers have been powerful enough to overcome the barriers to collaboration. The issue of
species recovery impacts upon a wide range of organisations whose combined capacity, knowledge
and skills can achieve greater impact.
The thoughtful and structured processes required to make collaboration a reality do not happen
naturally and therefore the BftB investment has been essential to create connectivity between
organisations and maintain momentum.
There are wide ranging benefits of working together in the BftB programme (see figure on following
page). For example:
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✓ BftB has created new relationships and reinforced existing ones between organisations that
can be deployed beyond the life of the project
✓ The activity programme is exploring new ways of engaging audiences that can inform the
wider work of the partner organisations
✓ Partnership has provided access to wider/different sources of funding, for example, Esme
Fairburn (RSPB), People’s Postcode Lottery (Plantlife) and Patsy Wood Trust (Bat
Conservation Trust)
✓ The partner’s collective expertise has helped to work through issues common to all the
organisations such as GDPR.

Figure 2 Benefits of collaboration for the BftB programme partners.
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Lesson learnt
One of the benefits of the BftB programme is that it has made thinking processes
pertinent to the sector more visible and accessible on a level playing field to all the
partners.
BftB programme recommendation 1: BftB should be a ‘thinktank’ for ideas. In
order to make best advantage of the opportunity BftB represents, the partners
need to create more space and opportunities for these discussions to take place
with enough time and the right people. For example, BftB could be convening
expert panels to spend quality time on designated topics central to the programme
and creating brief ‘think papers’ to promote discussions and action in the wider
sector. There are a number of topics raised within this report such as how to
undertake landscape scale conservation with a species focus and further thinking
on the implementation of the Species Recovery Curve and how to embed this in
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Joint problem solving and discussion is one of the evident benefits of this approach and whilst this is
happening at present, if BftB is to make the best of the opportunity of the ‘hive mind’ of partners
working together then more space should be given to this. The partners together have an amazing
opportunity to properly consider some of the issues facing the conservation and in particular,
species conservation sector.

sector practice. Programme Steering Group and Rethink Nature should both
brainstorm a list of potential topics and prioritise two for action.
Time and time again evaluations show us that partnerships take time and energy to develop and
sustain but have huge rewards if the partnership mix is right. Overall, the current partnership model
is working effectively but how can BftB spread the benefits of the programme to non-partner
organisations and the sector at large? This issue is further discussed in section 8.3 and delivery of
the recommendation above could be part of the solution.
‘Partnership’ within BftB does not have one singularity; moreover, a wide variety of types of
partnership operate at different scales and levels. The diagram on the following page explores some
of these and examples of how they are manifesting themselves in BftB to date.
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As facilitator, Natural England naturally takes a different role from the coalition of seven wildlife
charities. It is also a fundamentally different type of organisation. As a non-departmental public
body and the government’s advisor for the natural environment, Natural England has a different
organisation culture, way of working and systems which are not as fleet of foot as those of the
charities. It has taken time to find the right fit for this part of the partnership and there is still work
to be done to fully maximise on the participation of Natural England to embed approaches tested in
the BftB programme into wider policy and ways of working.

Collaboration
•Involves great autonomy and no permanent organisational commitments or combined services eg
sharing information; coordinating efforts. For example at an operational level there is collaboration
across projects, such as the Shrill Carder Bee and Colour in the Margins working together on some
common goals. Partners are working in collaboration with other parties such as land owners for
example as part of the Barbery Carpet Moth project to achieve the results for the species.
Strategic alliance
•Involves shared or transferred decision-making power eg joint programming; administrative
consolidation. For example, at a strategic level Rethink Nature group are an alliance and BftB is one of
the delivery mechanisms with shared decision-making.

Grant-match
•Occurs when one organisation provides a grant and the recipient provides match in services, cash,
maintenance, supplies or volunteers eg joint ventures; mergers. For example, BftB is working with the
primary funder NLHF in delivering their outcomes framework and trialling new ways of working which
may be of benefit to other grantees.
Funding alliance
•Occurs when organisations come together to share a large grant/donation or create recipient/donor
relationship. For example, via the Programme Steering Group, partners are managing budgets
together and making altruistic decisions about how to allocate underspend, deal with budgetary issues
etc.

Integration
•Involves changes to organisational structure and control mechanisms. This type of partnership has not
yet occured in any great capacity as part of BftB however as this is a 'pathfinder' project it would not
be expected to see this type of partnership until there is solid proof of concept.
Cost-sharing

•Occurs when each organisation provides different resources such as facilities, staff or equipment. For
example, partners are also stepping out of their traditional organisational remit to reach common
goals, for example, as part of the integrated projects Plantlife are working on invertebrate species,
Buglife are working on plants etc. Another example was RSPB using an image of the ladybird spider in
their membership renewal leaflet (with permission from Buglife) which has a large circulation.
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Lesson learnt
It is clear that whilst there are significant benefits, partnership working at a
strategic level has been considerably more time-consuming than anticipated for
partner organisations. It is testament to the breadth and depth of these benefits
that partner organisations have continued their commitment to this way of
working despite the heavy resource drain. Collaboration at a project level also
requires resources and clear direction for project officers that this is an important
feature of the programme.
Future project recommendation 1: Future projects working in a collaborative way
need to ensure that they allocate enough resource to allow for collaboration at
both an operational and strategic level if best value for money is to be gained from
a programme and the greatest depth of outcomes and impacts on the partners
organisations work is to be gained.
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Figure 3 Partnership working typology with examples of how these is evident in the BftB partnership.

2.2 Governance
The governance structure for the programme is shown in the figure below.

Figure 4 Organogram to show the BftB delivery phase governance, extract from the Species Conservation
Action Plan (Nov 2016).

The Programme Steering Group has an operational and strategic governance role for all programme
activity. Sitting above this group (and not represented on this diagram) is the Rethink Nature group
comprised of CEOs from key species conservation organisations and also Natural England as lead
partner with responsibility for financial returns etc.
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Lesson learnt
The programme structure has been set up as strongly operational but with
strategic ambitions. There is currently no clear pathway to deliver the strategic
ambitions. There is no Project Director, for example, a role which would normally
be responsible for at least some of this strategic activity and in providing practical
leadership and no Project Executive Committee to deal with the workplace
management of the programme.
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One test of whether a project is innovative is whether it hits ‘bumpy edges’ along the way. The
Programme Steering Group do not have sufficient capacity to deal with the complexity of issues
raised in delivery of the BftB programme and the central Programme team is under-resourced to
support this. Many of the issues arising in the first half of a programme will naturally be concerned
with smoothing out the operations of the work, for example, staff recruitment, internal project
systems etc. This means that important strategic issues can go to the bottom of the ‘to do list’.
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BftB programme recommendation 2: In addition to making a difference on the
ground to species BftB aspires to affect a number of strategic changes such as
changing the way in which partner organisations work and work together and
influencing policy and policy makers. Firstly, the Programme Steering Group
should discuss and ascertain if this is still a serious aspiration for BftB and gain buyin on the decision from Rethink Nature. If this is still a serious aspiration, then the
governance capacity and skills gap needs to be filled for the remainder of delivery.
There are a number of options for this which should be discussed at Programme
Steering Group. In addition, it would be useful to ascertain what role Rethink
Nature would like to play in change going forward, see section 7.

The strength of the brand has also raised questions about whether Rethink Nature needs a brand of
its own. The group has done recent work on this and has created revised terms of reference.
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3. Creating the
perfect
environment for
project success

3.1 Funding breakdown and budgeting
The total cost of the BftB was planned to be and remains8 at £6,666,533. The pie chart below shows
the breakdown of funding income.

Secured income
£1,532

£1,249

£72,219

£116,000
£425,000

£1,423,133

£4,627,400

NLHF

Other grants

NE / FC

EU

Individual Giving

Other

Underwrites

Figure 5 Pie chart showing the income for the BftB programme secured to date end Quarter 8.

Figure 5 shows that all projected project costs are currently covered by a variety of income sources
with the National Lottery Heritage Fund grant being the largest single contribution of 70%. This puts
the programme in a good financial situation.
£72,219 of the costs are currently underwritten by partner organisations9. The original total
underwritten by partner organisations was £479,000. The current figure represents an 85%
reduction in the projected partner cash contribution to the programme due to successful
fundraising. This in turn has reduced the exposure to financial risk the programme presents for
partners; particularly smaller organisations.
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As assessed at the end of Quarter 8 by the Programme Manager and reviewed by Programme Steering
Group.
9
Contribution commitments to the underwritten total are as follows: ARC 8.4%; Bat Conservation Trust 1.8%;
Buglife 1.4%; Bumblebee Conservation Trust 0.1%; Butterfly Conservation 5.3%; Natural England 49.9%;
Plantlife 4.4%; RSPB 28.7%. None of this underwritten amount has yet been drawn-down for the programme
with the exception of the majority of Bat Conservation Trust’s contribution and some of Natural England’s
contribution is in the process of being drawn-down.
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Ideally the need for this remaining underwriting would be negated by achievement of the individual
giving fundraising target of £150,000. To date individual giving has only delivered £228. Whilst
there are plans by the Fundraising group to address this issue with initiatives such as premium priced
Expert Days out. Individual giving is planned to provide only 2.2% of programme funding and
therefore the level of risk for the programme and partners if this is not achieved this is minimal. This
does however present a more fundamental question. If a large proportion of the population of
England are sympathetic to species conservation, then why are individual giving targets not easier to
realise?
Lesson learnt
We know that people care about species and wildlife conservation (in some cases
passionately) and that the UK public10 gives £10.1 billion to charities each year11.
So, where’s the disconnect? BftB has been unable to solve the sector-wide issue
of philanthropic giving into mainstream conservation12 and the modest target set
has so far not been reached. Long-term sustainability is a key challenge for species
conservation organisations and diversification of income sources is widely
accepted as part of the solution.
Future project recommendation 2: Getting the ‘ask’ and model of philanthropic
giving right is an important issue for the sector. Yet it is one that is hard to crack
and dedicated resource and potentially additional external expertise is needed if
this issue is to be given proper attention. Whilst this may not be possible within
the remit of BftB it is an issue which warrants proper resourcing within future
programmes and targets for this kind of giving should be kept to realistic levels
until solutions to this issue have been found.
It is normal to see a small to medium underspend in a landscape scale complex partnership project
at the mid-point stage. This is normally13 due to a combination of factors but predominantly due to
the time it takes to start-up a programme and recruit staff. In addition, it is not unusual for the
spend forecasts to be over optimistic for spend within the first 18 months of a project.
However, the current underspend is significant in some areas of the budget. 38% of the total
project costs have been spent to date at the halfway mark of the programme leaving a 12%
underspend14. The original spend forecasts were probably unrealistic given the scale of resource
allocated to ensuring spend happens and the complexity of the work to be undertaken. Poor
weather in the first season, additional landowner permissions or partner relations needing to be
brokered, time needed to re-check the suitability of plans made in the development stage and the
late appointment of some staff or staff turnover have all been contributing factors.
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57% say that they give money each year. People may also give in other ways for example volunteering,
goods etc.
11
UK Giving 2019. (2019) CAF. N=12,000. 4% of this goes to Conservation, wildlife and heritage causes.
12
Private investment into private conservation projects – e.g. Anders Polvsen – is increasing, but the NGO
sector has been unable to attract it.
13
Based on previous experience of evaluating landscape partnership and national partnership programmes.
14
When spreading costs evenly across the programme life.
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Programme Steering Group have already identified this as an issue and reforecast 15 the budget
however underspend remains a major cause for concern. In Quarter 8 alone there were
underspends of approx. 20-30%16 across different budget headings with an overall programme
underspend of 24%.
At project level underspend on capital works is significant with an outstanding budget of £938k. This
is the result of a number of contributing factors affecting individual projects, for example availability
of contractors, project management or decision-making issues and unforeseen constraints or
conditions to delivery of capital works. This is a greater risk than at first it might seem as the majority
of the capital works need to take place during the winter period due to ecological sensitivities.
There is only one winter season left in which for these to take place during the lifetime of the
programme.
At a programme level the budgets for both programme management and the national strand of
inspire a nation are underspent by 32% and 23% respectively. There are multiple contributing
factors to this, for example, issues in getting the community arts work out to contract in a timely
way.



15
16

PRIORITY - Essential for providing proof of concept for the BftB approach? This is
essential for the sector and partners to inform decisions on how to work in the
future
PRIORITY - Important for cementing the work already done and providing a robust
legacy? This is a priority because the focus of project officers is naturally on ‘here

At the end of Quarter 6 for implementation Quarter 7 onwards.
Against the reforecast budget.
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Lesson learnt
The current budgetary underspend within the BftB programme arguably presents
the greatest project management risk at present and requires urgent remedial
action. When the continuing underspend is considered in light of pandemic under
resourcing issues (see 3.2) and major risk posed by project staff leaving before the
end of the programme there is the potential for a ‘perfect storm’ of coinciding
risks. This could severely hamper the ability of BftB to meet its potential and
deliver fully against the intended outcomes.
BftB programme recommendation 3: Programme Steering Group have scheduled
another re-profile in September 2019 and detailed planning of winter capital works
and the Programme Manager has identified the need to support some projects
more intensively. Programme Steering Group need to urgently consider if enough
resource is being allocated to manage and address this issue as well as providing
enough specialist support to find solutions and support projects. A rapid root and
branch review should be undertaken to establish if the remaining areas of spend
and where they are currently allocated to be spent is appropriate. Will these
actions truly help to deliver the BftB vision? species recovery, inspiring a nation,
organisational change or sector level learning? For example, is the area of activity:







and now’ delivery rather than a more strategic approach to ensuring best longterm benefit from every activity delivered
Essential to delivery of species recovery for the S41 species identified?
A proven method of inspiring audiences central to delivery of BftB?
Testing a new approach or idea which is important to solving a challenge for the
sector in species recovery or inspiring a nation?
A tool for providing better benefit to the wider work of partner organisations or
sector?
A tool for spreading the lessons learnt from BftB to the wider sector and involving
them in the discussion of species conservation work at a landscape scale and how
to measure this?

If the answer is no, then that area of activity or spend should be removed17 and the
budget reallocated to priorities identified by the interim evaluation. The process
should not be framed negatively as a ‘claw back’ (which feels threatening and can
be divisive) but in a more positive light as a strategic allocation of funds to ensure
BftB meets its overall vision which all partners and staff and passionate about.
Alongside this work, robust contingency plans need to be put in place to mitigate
the risk of major underspend continuing and another backstop date set at which
the situation will be reassessed again.
BftB programme recommendation 4: Several recommendations within this report
could aid staff retention however focussed thought from HR specialists with
expertise in this field within partner organisations is needed to identify adequate
mitigation measures for staff loss. This should comprise of a task and finish group.
The lessons learnt from this group would be transferrable to a range of other
funded projects which suffer from this problem.
Alongside this work, robust contingency plans need to be put in place to mitigate
the risk of major loss of staff before the end of the programme.

3.2 Resourcing
The BftB programme has required the employment of a large team of project officers to deliver
engagement and conservation works and a small central team to support them and deliver panproject work. In all 36 new posts were recruited for and three posts were back filled. This is
equivalent to 19.4 full time roles. Mobilising the recruitment process across the programme was a
time-consuming major task. BftB is a highly ambitious programme which demands a high calibre of
staff to deliver it making recruitment also a major risk for the programme.

17

Working within the current BftB system for change and NLHF procedures.
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Overall project teams are positive about their projects (see Appendix 3 for a summary) and proud of
the outputs and outcomes that they are delivering. However throughout the programme there has
been feedback from projects that nearly all staff are finding it difficult to deliver what is required
within the time they have and for some it is clear that they also do not have the skills or confidence
to deliver some aspects effectively; feeling out of their comfort zone. This has resulted in workplace

stress, difficulty prioritising and undertaking tasks efficiently in some cases. It has also undoubtedly
(and will inevitably continue to) contributed to ‘churn’ in staffing (this is discussed further below).
The demands of BftB projects are wide-ranging and this is perhaps a reflection on the skills needs
within the sector rather than the recruitment process or individuals employed. For example, whilst
skills and confidence for engaging dynamically with people and communities are now widely needed
in conservation projects not everyone possesses these yet. As a sector we are still defining ‘what
good looks like’ and BftB has a leadership role to play within this. Furthermore, the need for
knowledge and skills such as effective monitoring and evaluation is starkly apparent in the sector.
This issue has impacted on the evaluation of the BftB programme, see the limitations in section 1.4.
There has been a notable amount of ‘churn’ in the project and programme staffing which has
created inevitable loss of efficiency through the need to re-recruit to posts and induct new members
of staff. Effective contingency plans were not in place to absorb the added pressure created by
changes to key personnel.
In addition to new posts, existing staff within partner organisations are playing a crucial role in
delivery of project outputs. Utilising existing staff has helped to bring into the project the expertise
needed to address the needs of multi-taxa assemblages in a cost-effective way.
Furthermore, a range of contractors and key suppliers are supporting BftB with over 240 contracts in
total. For example, at programme level for example Wildscreen are supporting the development of
visual media, designers support the production of effective communication materials, Quality
Assurance consultant to review ecological monitoring methods and data and external evaluator to
help tell the story of the BftB project and its impact. There are also a range of contractors at project
level for example those undertaking capital works and artists and creative practitioners helping to
deliver community arts work.
At a central programme level there is not enough resource to make use of the opportunity the
collaboration presents (see section 2.1). The administration and central processes in a programme
such as this are hugely resource demanding let alone the requirement to support projects to excel,
run central programmes and tackle the more strategic work which is not delivered by projects.
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Lesson learnt
BftB is a complex programme and needs adequate resource at both the centre and
within projects. The entire programme constantly feels like everyone is delivering
at peak capacity and only just keeping on top of what needs to be done or not
keeping up. Additional resource has recently been added to the programme team
however this is not enough to cover the basic need without consideration of some
of the potential actions identified within this report.
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The premature departure of project and programme staff would significantly impact on the ability to
deliver the aspirations of BftB, see section 3.1 for recommendation.

BftB programme recommendation 5: Throughout this report there is a clear
demonstrated need for additional central capacity. Projects and partner
organisations have also identified a need within some projects for additional
capacity to relieve pressure on strained workers. If there is room within budgets
creative ways of creating this capacity should be considered as a high priority, for
example temporary central roles which can support multiple projects in
undertaking similar tasks, adding extra capacity to existing roles if those roles are
working efficiently at present, external commissioning of small, discrete pieces of
support work and working in partnership with external organisations to bring in
additional expertise and capacity where needed.

Lesson learnt
It is important to keep ambition in line with resources and feasibility and be
realistic about costs. In particular, don’t squeeze an ambitious programme down
to meet a fundraising threshold, but cut down to the target level.

Future project recommendation 3: Staff capacity is absolutely critical. Role
profiles and the recruitment process need to clearly articulate and value the
specialist skills needed not just within traditional conservation skills but within
people engagement and evaluation. If these are not present, then a clear path to
developing them needs to be mapped. Careful consideration needs to be taken to
when a role should be split because too many specialists yet disparate skills are
being requested from the same person. In addition, a slower paced start-up would
allow staff to better orientate into the project and reduce pressure. Plan for the
delivery phase to have an introductory period of 3-6 months to fit in recruitment,
getting up to speed on the project, addressing generic tasks (e.g. comms
templates). Assume capital spend will not start until at least 6 months in.

3.3 Managing risk
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Risks are a standing item on the Programme Steering Group quarterly meetings. Mitigating
measures are then identified, and accountability for resolving such risks assigned. More urgent risks
which need more immediate escalation and attention are brought to the attention of the group
outside of the normal meeting cycle. When independently assessed in light of all of the information
gathered and risks identified during the interim evaluation some RAG ratings appear overly positive.
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Effective risk management is an important process in any programme and especially in those
running multiple projects and which have a number of ‘moving parts’. The day-to-day responsibility
for risk management of the BftB programme is the role of the Programme Manager. Informally the
Programme Manager reviews risk by monitoring continuously, but formally risk is reviewed quarterly
alongside PSG and NLHF reporting schedule; rating for severity of impact and likelihood of harm and
assigning a Red Amber Green status accordingly.

A Change Log is maintained as part of the risk register of proposed, approved and implemented
changes to the programme plan.
Lesson learnt
The risk and change system is working relatively efficiency and with transparency
to partner organisations and the funder. However, there is the possible optimism
bias in the grading of individual risks and the underplaying of the risk of multiple
risks impacting on the project at once. Individual projects are also over optimistic
when assigning RAG ratings to different elements of their project making them a
less reliable source of data than would be ideal (see section 4.1).
BftB programme recommendation 6: In addition to keeping a log of
recommendations from the interim evaluation (see section 8) the Change Manager
should check the risk register against the findings of the interim evaluation and
ensure all risks are listed both for strategic and operational level risks and that
ratings are realistic. This will support the Programme Steering Group in making
decisions on mitigation and propriety actions.
Individual risks to the programme are discussed throughout the sections of this report.

3.4 Project processes
The development stage of BftB brought together plans and was successful in securing the ambitious
funding target. However, planning was quick, and this has left a legacy of plans which have required
staff time (significant in some cases) to review and adjust during the delivery phase.
During delivery stage, a number of project processes and cultures were put in place to help BftB run
smoothly. This includes the quarterly reporting by projects of monitoring data and narrative about
each individual project’s progress alongside financial claims against evidenced costs.
Natural England are the programme host organisation and both Natural England and RSPB internal
systems are employed within BftB. In addition, the primary funding from NLHF also brings with it
some system and process requirements and some have been adapted from the now redundant
landscape partnership funding scheme. Each organisation brings its own timescales on which things
can be achieved and internal bureaucracy. Flux and change in each of these organisations18 adds to
the complexity that BftB must navigate.

18

For example the current restructuring within RSPB and the launch of the new strategic plan for NLHF in
January 2019.
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None of these organisations are a ‘fleet of foot’ as the smaller conservation partners and therefore
the project processes seem slow and cumbersome. The rigidity of financial systems have caused
some issues for example, in particular for one partner organisation who is unable to operate a
project within arrears payments. However, issues such as this have largely been overcome through
cooperation at Programme Steering Group level and support from the Programme Team.

Overall the time invested in setting up clear, robust systems during start-up has provided a relatively
smooth and transparent programme system. The only easy adjustment to this system would be to
better utilise the data collected from projects quarterly to communicate back to projects and share
ideas and progress, see section 3.5 for further discussion on the need for this. The Programme
Manager is already actively seeking ways in which to achieve this.
Two systems will be needed at the end of the programme which are yet to be fully designed; project
close-down and programme close-down and the formal sign off of each of these. These are in
addition (and of course should be in concert with any systems or processes required for delivery of
legacy). With the first project due to finish early 202019 thinking has already begun on what these
systems should comprise of20. The proposed system for project closure is as follows:
1. Sign-off of outputs21, final budget outturn etc. is the responsibility of the lead organisation
(in principle the Programme Steering Group rep or agreed authority) in agreement with the
Programme Manager
2. A project is not closed automatically when the end-date arrives, regardless of availability of
staff, funds, etc. Any unfinished outputs become the responsibility of the lead organisation
to complete
3. A project is formally closed by Programme Steering Group following a request by the lead
organisation after the outputs have been signed off.
A draft template for the reflective practice form is included in Appendix 4 however it is suggested
that this should be with the project report to streamline the process for projects.
During the remainder of the programme, it has been suggested that the partners maintain an active
interest in completed projects through the lead organisation in question for example reporting on
and publicising the projects and their legacy.

19

Shrill Carder Bee is due to finish in March 2020 and Gems of the Dunes in June 2020.
An initial paper was presented to Programme Steering Group on 22/05/19.
21
These outputs should comprise of A project can close when the following outputs have been satisfactorily
delivered: A Final report on the agreed activities (based on project initiation documents and any subsequent
agreed changes. An internal report following format to be provided, a short external report and a financial
summary); an Evaluation (a reflective practice report format based on adapted version of the current
evaluation form and lessons learned for programme-level assessment); a Legacy statement (Summation of the
impact achieved, steps taken to maintain and build on success, work still needed to achieve outcomes,
proposals and/or plans to get this work done; Structural/organisational/community change achieved or
nurtured that will ensure on-going commitment. This may include an agreed species recovery plan, if one is
needed, or an amended plan if one exists; in any case an equivalent documented commitment from
stakeholders is desirable); Management and maintenance plan (Agreements in place to ensure capital works,
e.g. management plans by responsible bodies; landowner agreements/contracts; For some projects,
confirmation of advance-funded Management and Maintenance commitments and expenditure);
Decommissioning, including: staff demobilisation – including standard exit interviews, redundancy etc.
according to the employing organisation’s policies and practice; equipment and assets transfer; data storage
and sharing arrangements, responsibility handover; clarity to volunteers about their future role, management
etc.; PR activities e.g. public statements, local events etc. to celebrate project achievements; Impact review
plan (3-5 years after).
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3.5 Feeling part of the bigger picture
Whilst at a programme management and strategic level (for example Rethink Nature) staff
resoundingly feel like they and their wider organisations are part of the BftB family, it is a different
story at project level.
As part of the evaluation process, every project team was asked to what extent they felt part of the
wider BftB programme (see Appendix 3 for summary). The results show that whilst around half of
them are somewhat positive about feeling part of the wider BftB ‘family’ the other half are unsure or
luke-warm to this22. To date there has not been any examination of whether volunteers feel part of
the BftB project and a wider programme.
Why should this be of concern if the projects are performing well individually?
The answer is two-fold. Firstly, Section 2.1 of this report explores in more detail the benefits of
connectivity leading to collaboration and the knock-on effects of this. Without this being strong at
project level, BftB is not fully capitalising on the multi-project, multi-partner structure of the
programme. Secondly, Section 3.2 raises the issue of resourcing, workload and stress. Feeling part
of something bigger can provide a valuable support network for project staff (especially important
for the projects with only one member of staff) over and above that provided by their host
organisation. It is a group of people ‘in the same boat’; tackling the same issues and coming up with
solutions which could be shared.
At an operational project level, activities identified as contributing to positive feelings of
connectedness and belonging to BftB include project team calls23, national BftB meetings24 and
project level collaboration. Whilst there is some project-to-project collaboration and sharing of
learning, this could be increased as BftB is yet to see full blown collaboration at a project level.
Internal communications take time and effort but the rewards in collaboration and value for money
from investment can be great. It is clear that those regular internal communications already taking
place are highly valued by project staff.
Other NLHF programmes are exploring ways to overcome similar problems. For example, Kick the
Dust has a range of geographically disparate projects all united by a desire to put young people at
the heart of heritage. They are using quarterly or biannual community of practice events25 to share
practice and find solutions to common problems. Participation in these was part of the grantee’s
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Project teams were asked to select the emoji22 that best represented how they felt when asked to what
extent did they feel part of the wider BftB programme. The most popular emoji selected with 53%22 was the
straight-faced emoji, followed by smiling face at 41%22 and heart eyes at 6%22. Whilst straight-face may not
feel participially positive it is important to note that no sad faces were select at all, this was a 53/47 split.
23
These are organised and facilitated by the central Programme team.
24
These as a rule of thumb are organised by the programme team every 6 months and vary in location to
move them round England. They are normally 1.5 days long and all project staff are invited along with
attendance by some programme steering group members and consultants as applicable. These face-to-face
opportunities are particularly appreciated by staff.
25
Organised by the national evaluators Renaisi, NLHF and Kick the Dust projects which host events on a rolling
basis.
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22

expectation of the way in which they would work and there is great appreciation of this mutual
support network.
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Lesson learnt
Connecting geographically disparate projects and operational staff and volunteers
is challenging but important in achieving the benefits of a partnership approach
and national drive.
BftB programme recommendation 7: The programme team should actively
address the flow of information between centre and projects and between
projects. Set pieces such as conferences or symposium (which are primarily
focussed on sharing rather than dispensing information from the centre) have a
role to play alongside web-based content (for example developing case studies of
best practice and lessons learnt identified as part of the interim evaluation
process) and regular reporting and sharing. It is not possible to achieve this within
existing central programme team resources and therefore additional resource
must be identified.
Future project recommendation 4: It is important for any new projects to ensure
that these sharing systems are designed in from the start to both programme work
plans and the role profiles and work allocations of operational level staff so that
connectivity and collaboration with other projects does not feel like a ‘luxury item’
but is essential to the way in which they work.

examples from elsewhere in the sector.

4. Progress
health check

4.1 Progress against targets
Individual project teams, lead and delivery organisations have been working hard to ensure that
projects make good progress in the first half of the BftB programme. During the interim evaluation
process project teams used reflective practice to look back on how things have gone.
Common successes for projects:
• Seeing results (including through surveying) in species response, translocations and
reintroductions as a result of practical conservation work
• Engaging with landowners and supporting conservation management on other sites
• The response of participants to training and the number of people wanting to attend
• The range of engagement opportunities and outreach that is being delivered
• Innovative and novel approaches to conservation (and actually getting the work done!)
• Volunteer recruitment, involvement and ‘super’ volunteers
• The number of enquiries received
• The volume of media and social media coverage.
Common challenges reported by projects:
• The weather! including flooding
• Engaging with sites and partners including Local Environmental Record Centres (LERCs)
• Ill-defined roles and responsibilities
• The sheer ambition of the BftB projects and programme
• Organising capital and species works including contractors and negotiating archaeology
• Part-time working arrangements
• Geographical spread of some projects and staff
• Implementing GDPR
• The legacy of a fast planning in development stage
• Implementing the Species Recovery Curve
• The uncertainty over the Countryside Stewardship programme
• Striking the right balance between the quality and quantity in engagement.
Project progress is reviewed quarterly via the BftB quarterly reporting process. Project Manager’s
assess the performance of their own project. They assign a red, amber or green or RAG rating to
each of five factors shown in the table on the following page and the Project Manager then provides
their own overall RAG rating for the project. The graph below summarises the most up to date
ratings at Quarter 8 of the programme.

Addressing risk

Project assessment categroies

Realise its benefit
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On budget

On time
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Number of projects rated green, amber and red
Green-Low risk

Amber-Medium risk

Red-High risk

Figure 6 Bar chart showing the self-assessment RAG ratings for projects against five factors, Quarter 8.

As discussed in section 3.3, individual projects are over optimistic when assigning RAG ratings to
different elements of their project making them a less reliable source of data than would be ideal.
The Programme Manager is working to address this issue by asking projects to provide a short
narrative justifying their rating as part of their quarterly reports.
The table provides a more detailed project-by-project breakdown of these latest ratings 26 to provide
a general overview of how each project perceives its own progress. The final column in the table
comprises an assessment by the Programme Manager on the status of the project 27.
The coloured arrows in the far right column are an assessment by the programme manager of their
view of the overall RAG status of the project as displayed by the colour of the arrow, with the
direction showing its trend (up – improving, right – no change, down – declining).

IP2
IP3

26
27
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risk

Project
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overall

Dorset’s
Heathland
Heart
Ancients of
the Future
Colour in
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Information taken from the Year 2 Quarter 4 Highlight reporting spreadsheet, dated 14/02/19.
In quarterly reports to the Programme Steering Group this is accompanied by a more detailed narrative.
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Figure 7 Table containing all projects and how they rate on the RAG system with time, budget, quality, realising its
benefit, risk, and Project Manager overall rating

4.2 Making a difference
The NLHF grant application set out delivery against a range of outcomes for the heritage of the area,
for people across England, and for communities. Working across all three NLHF outcome areas
(heritage, people and communities) was an important principle of the BftB Species Conservation
Action Plan (see Section 7).
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At the halfway point, the work of BftB is making a difference in a wide range of areas. The tables on
the following pages gives examples of activity to date against each of the NLHF outcomes.

NLHF
outcome
area Outcomes
for heritage

Outline of planned BftB
delivery against this outcome

Examples of activity contributing toward this outcome

Heritage will
be better
managed

Landowners, managers,
communities and volunteers
at over 150 sites across
England will take action to
care for our most threatened
species. They will understand
how the choices we make
affect natural heritage and
how we can all act to protect
and improve the fortunes of
our rarest species.
National species specialists
will have worked with
volunteers, community groups
and land managers to
determine best practice
management in seven
integrated and 12 single
species projects. Expertise will
be pooled to conserve
different types of species and
to tackle land management
conflicts, providing advice
beyond the partnership and
lifetime of the projects.

Colour in the Margins project (IP3) have developed a farmer
and landowner feedback system which is helping to deliver
better managed heritage. This work comprises of a
combination of report templates to enable survey results to
be collated, bespoke advice provided to the farmers through
Farm Advisors and leaflets about the target species and giving
land management advice. The project team has found that
providing farm specific (rather than generic) advice has
effectively raised awareness of target species and their
management needs with individual land managers. Farmers
have been positive about this type of communication because
it has enabled them to better understand what they can do on
their own land. This work will help to ensure the maintenance
and survival of threatened species on their land.

Heritage will
be in better
condition

Conservation action will
benefit over 200 threatened
species and a priority set of
species will be the focus of
targeted land management to
move populations towards
sustainable levels, with an
additional set of species

Willow Tit recovery project (SP12) has seen great landowner
engagement through their Willow Tit Summits. The
information and advice provided at these events has been
shared through multiple channels and is helping to improve
the landowner’s knowledge and raise the profile of the
project.
Dorset Heathland Heart project (IP1) has developed a great
partnership with the Purbeck Swaling (controlled burning)
Team. This allowed partners to conduct essential ‘burns’ as a
land management tool through working together. This is a
direct result of the Landowner ‘Fire/Burns’ workshop/training
course that was run by the project.
The Shifting Sands project (IP7) team have worked hard to
improve rare plants proposals (site plans and documentation).
They have changed their conservation strategy for one plant
to bring it in line with current evidence and have partnered
with Plantlife and Breckland Flora Group.
The targeted paddock grazing programme on Rodborough
Common as part of Limestones Living Legacies project (IP4) is
benefitting a number of the project target species (Duke of
Burgundy Butterfly, Pasqueflower, Narrow-leaved
Helleborine, Juniper). This work will allow the reintroduction
of the Large Blue Butterfly to a sixth new site in the Cotswolds
in an effort to establish a viable metapopulation for this
species.

expected to indirectly benefit
and take steps to recovery.
We will have saved 20 species
from imminent extinction,
directly improved the fortunes
of 92 threatened species by
moving them closer to
sustainability and provided
beneficial conditions for a
further 112 species.

The Dorset Heathland Heart project (IP1) has seen their micro
habitat creation result in species responses/colonisations
within the first year e.g. Marsh Clubmoss, Yellow Centaury,
Pale Dog Violet, Purbeck Mason Wasp, Sand lizards (test
burrows). Species populations are directly benefiting from the
management, this has created a great confidence that the
planned management for the next two seasons will have
positive species responses.
Roots of Rockingham project (IP6) have had great success with
the reintroduction of the Chequered Skipper Butterfly, this
species has particular importance as is the flagship element of
the project. The project team were able to achieve this by
learning from previous attempts of reintroduction in the 90’s
that was unsuccessful.
Narrow-Headed Ant project (SP09) have had great results in
their translocation of nest colonies across two other sites in
South Devon. A new technique was needed as there was no
knowledge about practical aspects. So far, the approach that
the team piloted in 2018 appears to be working, which is
absolutely a key stage for technical conservation objectives
and a main aim of the project. The team are working with the
local communities, groups and individuals to raise awareness
and help monitor these new colonies.

Unless those who own and
manage land know and value
the species dependent upon
it, the programme’s chances
of conservation success are
slim. BftB will work to
increase the value people
place on our threatened
species, so that a movement
of people are inspired to
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Heritage will
be better
interpreted

The Grey Long-Eared Bat project (SP03) has undertaken
grassland restoration through overseeding. This technique
helps to develop better meadows which are critical foraging
habitats for the bats; in turn boosting future population
numbers.
The Barberry Carpet Moth is rarely seen, and few people trap
for it because the larval survey is the recognised survey
method for it. The Barberry Carpet Moth project (SP01)
however ran a very successful public event to shed light on
the story of this rare moth. Amazingly the team managed to
trap five adult moths during the event. The project’s
interpretation and engagement programme (including
articles, word of mouth and talking to people on volunteer
tasks) has seen many local people come forward to volunteer
to grow Barberry from seed as this is a food source for the
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The Black-Tailed Godwit project (SP02) recorded 14 chicks
fledged from the Nene Washes in 2018; the highest number
recorded since 2013. This is likely to be as a direct result of
project activities such as electric fencing and site
management. The Nene Washes is the most important site in
the UK for breeding godwits and this success with fledglings
helps to show that the conservation efforts are effective.

support the recovery of these
species.

caterpillars, the project team have been sending out lots of
seeds to people.
The Black-Tailed Godwit project (SP02) have been offering bat
walks. The bat walks have been getting local people excited
about nature because they are able to witness it for
themselves, learn more about the local wildlife and develop
new skills in detecting them. The project team feel that talks
work well as they inspire and engage with people helping to
highlight their local wildlife and help to showcase bats for
their wonder and intrigue.

The Shrill Carder Bee project (SP11) have gathered a large
amount of distribution data and now have a much clearer
picture of where the Shrill Carder Bee occurs. During this
work, the project team has discovered new sites for the
species, as well as reconfirming the bee’s presence on some
sites. This information has increased knowledge of the species
which is important for informing targeted conservation work
and the species recovery plan.
Training volunteers in skills such as turbidity monitoring, ditch
sampling and drone monitoring has helped the Little
Whirlpool Ramshorn snail project (SP08) create a good up-todate picture of the presence and distribution of this incredibly
rare species; the first for 5 years.
Gems in the Dunes project (IP5) noted success with their
species surveys with volunteers and the discovery of new
locations for Petalwort (land plant). The last records before
the project started indicated that there were only around 100
thalli located at 4 different places on the coast. Surveys to
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BftB will have helped
conservation professionals,
land-managers, volunteers
and communities to identify
and record a diverse range of
our threatened species. Data
will be shared between
partners, decision-makers and
national networks, and
disseminated via conferences,
events, social media/website.
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Heritage will
be better
identified
and
recorded

Dorset Heathland Heart project (IP1) ask participants to
complete a comment card after a guided walk session. 95% of
participants felt that they had learnt about the threatened
species and developed their knowledge of heathland habitat
as a result of the event. Participants were asked to use three
words that best describe the experience; interested,
motivated, inspired and confident were just a few of the
words mentioned.
The Pine Marten project (SP10) have been keeping map
records of the scat surveys that are being carried out annually
and also the den boxes that have been deployed in areas
where forest operations (e.g. harvesting) allow. Den boxes are
monitored annually in May as this is the time of year when
breeding female Pine Martens will be occupying the boxes
with kits and scats may be visible on the lid of the box. This
work is key to building an understanding of the current range
of the Pine Martin.

date have located it at 16 locations, with peak counts of
around 2000 thalli. Previous few surveys have been carried
out with time constraints as they have been undertaken by a
consultant. Volunteers are able to spend more time searching
over a longer time period; looking at locations with previous
records as well as being able to spend more time looking in
new areas of suitable looking habitat.
NLHF
outcome
area Outcomes
for people
People will
develop
skills

Outline of planned BftB
delivery against this outcome

Examples of activity contributing toward this outcome

People will have developed
the skills to study, appreciate
and care for threatened
species through BftB
mentoring, volunteering and
digital programmes.

All volunteers attending the Willow Tit recovery project (SP12)
identification and surveying training felt that their
understanding of the species, identification and surveying had
changed as a result of the training and 67% said that they felt
‘a lot more’ effective after training in their role. 100% would
also recommend the training session to other volunteers.
The Grey Long-Eared Bat project (SP03) have been training
volunteers to give local ‘bat walks’. The training has given the
volunteers more knowledge about the species and skills in
public speaking and presenting data, it had also gaining status
of champions.

Our programme will lead to a
change in attitude and
behaviours of people towards

The Dorset Heathland Heart project (IP1) has collaborated
with Arts University Bournemouth to raise awareness of
threatened species amongst young people and students by
creating the Heath Tiger beetle model designed by an
undergraduate student. ‘Heath’ is an incredibly accurate
representation and striking 3D model of a real beetle; the
model is the culmination of around 150 hours of work and
creative process by the 3rd year student.
The Shifting Sands project (IP7) have been using media
coverage to help change perceptions about nature
conservation including the controversial role of rabbits in
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People will
have
changed

We will have engaged people
around project sites and
reached new diverse groups,
developing their interest,
understanding and confidence
to take part. People will learn
about natural heritage
through, for example: land
management workshops,
mentoring to bring older and
new generations of naturalists
together, and specialist
materials for agriculture and
forestry students.
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People will
have learnt
about
heritage

The Dorset Heathland Heart project (IP1) provided volunteer
training as well as species identification workshops.
Participants felt they were learning and becoming more
knowledgeable which is leading to a build-up of confidence
levels.
Field Cricket project (SP06) have had two great training
workshops the workshop were; Ecology and Habitat
management and monitoring, these workshops were well
attended and included students’ attendees. This engagement
with students is especially important from students in
educating the next generation on monitoring and guiding the
new upcoming entomologists/conservationists.

People will
have had an
enjoyable
experience

We want people to explore for
themselves and express to
others what they have
discovered and enjoy sharing
time with others in cherishing
and looking after species. We
will show that we are
surrounded by an incredibly
diverse natural world, that we
can all increase its diversity
and, thereby, increase our
own enjoyment.

People will
have
volunteered
time

Each project offers new and
existing volunteers the
opportunity to develop skills
and provide differing levels of
autonomy and leadership
opportunities. Volunteers will
co-create our stories and
celebrations and they will help
equip others to learn about
heritage or gain skills.
Volunteers will help shape our
programme of cultural change
amongst project partners or
take part in a simple task at a
time of their choosing.

habitat management, conservation of rare plants and
invertebrate monitoring by volunteers. They have had
features in national and regional print press and TV including
on Countryfile in December 2017, the cover story for BBC
Wildlife Magazine’s September edition “Rare rabbit?”, in The
Guardian in December 2018 “Have you beetled?” and on ITV
Anglia News in February 2019. They have had a further four
regional pieces in the paper about their public events, one
featuring local schoolchildren with species painted on their
faces.
Limestone Living Legacies project (IP4) had a high level of
participant satisfaction on their adder survey training
workshops and 20 of 25 attendees rated the talks as “very
good”.
Gems in the Dunes project (IP5) have been engaging with local
audiences at the Atkinson and the Ainsdale Show, this has
allowed the project to talk to people about their aims and
what they hope to achieve, it also gave them the opportunity
to recruit new volunteers. They have discovered that people’s
knowledge of local species was varied, but those that were
unaware about the sand lizards or natterjack toads for
example, were quite interested to learn that some of the
rarest species in England are on their doorstep. Attending this
event allowed the project to connect with a large audience.
The Pine Marten project (SP10) conducted a feedback survey
with a selection of current and previous volunteers. All
volunteers whether current or past stated they would
recommend this volunteering experience to friends and
family. The involvement of volunteers within the project
included: Scat surveys, camera trapping, training workshops
and presentations. Volunteers initial motivations for
volunteering ranged from making friends, learning more
about pine martens, sharing skills/knowledge and making a
positive impact on wildlife conservation. Volunteers described
their experiences on the project as rewarding, educational,
interesting, fun to name just a few.
Narrow-Headed Ant project (SP09) has had success with the
involvement of 2-3 key ‘super’ volunteers. These volunteers
put in lots of hours, thought and involvement, and a very high
level of commitment and engagement into the project. Their
support has enabled the project to achieve much more with
more surveys being carried out, more ecological research,
extra support for next translocations and also help with
media. The engagement of ‘ad hoc’ volunteers (i.e. attendees
at practical work party days) has also been very good. The
project team have had a lot of interest via web-based
enquiries.
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their natural heritage. BftB
wants people to discover,
value and act for our natural
heritage.
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perceptions/
attitudes

Ancients of the Future project (IP2) have had great
involvement from volunteers who have benefited from the
workshops offered and events that have been ran by the
project, for example Noble chafer workshop and the Knot hole
moss workshops. The volunteers have improved their
knowledge and skills through the workshops, which has
increased their appreciation and understanding of sites and
species. This has actively contributed to the vital data
collection work that is ongoing for the project and crucial to
the recording and monitoring of the projects impact.
Examples of activity contributing toward this outcome

This project will not just
reduce the negative effects of
long-term environmental
damage. It will reverse them,
introducing sustainable land
management practices for the
future.
In addition, partners will for
example minimise their own
carbon emissions and those of
contractors/suppliers, use
local contractors and
scrutinise the environmental
credentials of suppliers,
minimising materials use and
waste, establishing new public
access infrastructure will have
the minimum of
environmental impact, using
natural or recycled materials
for interpretation panels,
gateways and trails wherever
possible.
Through our projects we will
engage meaningfully with
many people over a sustained
period –operating inclusive
projects that reach out to
communities and foster their
commitment which is key to
looking after the heritage We
will significantly extend our
reach with our national

Little Whirlpool Ramshorn snail project (SP08) replicated ditch
trials and monitored them. these are the first replicated trials
of the ditch management protocol required in the terms of
the licence for this European Protected Species. The project
team found LWR snails in all of the previously occupied
ditches that were resurveyed in 2018, most of the ditches
hadn’t been surveyed since 2013/14 and there was a risk the
snails might no longer be present! Monitoring of the ditches
continues.
The Grey Long-Eared Bat project ( SP03) has prevented the
abandonment of a newly discovered GLE maternity roost
through advising on inappropriate lighting and liaising with
site owners/managers. This roost constitutes a significant
proportion of the national population and if lost, could have a
detrimental impact on the success and genetic diversity of the
local population.
The Shrill Carder Bee project SP11 worked directly on a site
called Ham Hill Country Park, the park has now been awarded
a green flag and is now applying for NLHF funding to embed
further the Shrill Carder Bee work and all the advice provided
by the project team.
The community arts project is providing a different angle on
engagement and inspires a more diverse audience. The
volunteering events are becoming increasingly more varied
within projects with panel debates, volunteer parties, etc.
These events allow people to ‘act’ in a fun and engaging way
that offers opportunities for every audience.
The Lady Spider project (SP07) have had great success in
reaching out to Bristol Zoo. Conversations talks between
Buglife and Bristol Zoo have taken place and are ongoing,
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More people
and a wider
range of
people will
have
engaged
with
heritage

Outline of planned BftB
delivery against this outcome
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NLHF
Outcome
area Outcomes
for
communities
Negative
impacts will
be reduced

engagement work that will
explore a broad demographic
their stories of environmental
change, what rarity and threat
mean to them, and
showcasing inspirational
project actions, our work will
become more relevant and
accessible to a wider
audience. Our audience
journey will develop and
deepen an enduring
relationship with threatened
species: our project delivery
and national communications
will complement each other
and strengthen the
effectiveness of these
engagements.

there is a potential opportunity for Bristol Zoo to trail a
spiderling rearing programme.
The Willow Tit recovery project (SP12) has had great success
in the number of people emailing them for advice on Willow
Tit habitat management from across the country, this shows
that the project is reaching further afield from the main
project area and is being seen as a pioneering project leading
the way in willow tit conservation. It also shows that there is
lots of work and potential work for willow tit conservation on
an even large landscape scale. The Willow tit also gained TV
coverage in the Dearne Valley on Channel 4 news.
Ancients of the Future project (IP2) has seen great
engagement from the general public attending large events.
The project team have been engaging attendees with the rich
history of the ancient trees, historic wood pastures and
parklands as well as their importance as habitats for wildlife in
the UK. The project team have had stands at some major
events such as the Country File Live, Staffordshire Invert Fair
and the community arts event (national team) to engage with
a wider range of audiences. Engagement in these events has
given the project a large platform in which to spread the
projects message.

Our programme will make an
important contribution to
improving the quality of life
for local communities by
establishing higher quality
habitats that support greater
numbers of our most
threatened species. A greater
diversity of species means
happier people and more
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The local
area/
community
will be a
better place
to live, work
or visit

Social media reach for BftB is a big success for this project
across 4 channels; Twitter, Facebook, Youtube and Instagram.
The Facebook group pages have been growing in numbers, its
created small communities online of people that live close to
sites of projects and it’s been a great success.
The Ladybird Spider project (SP07) has seen successes in the
development of interpretative web installation at RSPB Arne.
The installation went beyond their expectations, changes
were made to their original plans for the spider garden
following a review centred around the desirability to have
captive spiders on display. The web installation is an
educational, interactive play piece, it features the life cycle of
the Ladybird Spider, large wooden carved spiders as well as all
the information regarding the BftB project.
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Colour in the Margins project (IP3) had a media launch of the
project in July 2018 using traditional press, radio, TV and
social media. This in an impressive resulted in 188 pieces in
media publications (177 web articles and 11 magazines,
newspapers articles with a total reach of 749, 2037 readers
indirectly engaged, 2 radio interviews and 1 TV interview for
National BBC 1 Breakfast). The reach of this launch has been
massive really bringing arable plants and wildlife to the
attention of the public.

See section 2.1 for information on how partnership working is
improving organisation resilience.
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The Willow Tit project (SO12) engaged with landowners
through their Willow tit summits, these physical meetings that
were led by participants really connected with the
landowners, by allowing them to lead the sessions it opened
discussions for them to have their voices heard and get the
most out of it and discuss their needs and wants. They also
provided advisory visits; these were tailored site-specific
advice to guide managers through their options.
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Organisation
will be more
resilient

repeat visits. By raising
awareness of the plight of our
rarest species, allied with
showing people we can all do
something to help them, we
will re-connect people with
these special places, creating a
sense of place for local
communities.
The partnership needed to
both develop and deliver this
programme brings about a
new way of working that
changes the way species
conservation is delivered in
England. The interorganisational learning and
delivery will build resilience
within each partner and
embed this new way of
working for the future.
Working collectively, we will
build capacity within the
partner organisations to
undertake a wider range of
species conservation in future.
Wherever possible, we will
achieve operational
efficiencies by sharing skills
and resources.

5. Saving our
species

5.1 Understanding species recovery
BftB is rooted in the principle of putting species first and this includes using them as indicators of
environmental health. A key purpose of BftB is to measurably improve the conservation prospects of
the included species. The Species Recovery Curve (see below) has been adopted by BftB as a
measure of its impact on the status of an individual species.

Figure 8 Graph showing the steps in the Species Recovery Curve model.

Figure 9 Key to the species recovery curve.

The monitoring of abundance and distribution (see section 5.2), and positioning on the Species
Recovery Curve, are separate processes. The first is important in order to demonstrate a species
response, e.g. to habitat creation or management, where possible. The second is more about where
we are with conservation actions for a particular species or species assemblage. BftB will provide
part of the information for RC assessments. Data from other programmes in England will be equally
important in many cases and will allow Taxon Groups to derive an overall picture of the species
nationally. Only two of the integrated project teams (Dorset Heathlands and Gems in the Dunes)
have so far indicated that they are adopting the Taxon Group’s national RC scores for their species,
for the baseline. It needs to be clarified whether the other projects are doing the same of whether
they propose any adjustments.
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Lesson learnt
The Species Recovery Curve model is a useful tool but needs to work alongside
other models already widely in use in the sector.
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In addition to the Species Recovery Curve there are other ways for species conservation projects to
understand the impact they are having and to articulate the status of a species. The Monitoring and
Evaluation group have been discussing the role of the Species Recovery Curve and how other
measures could also be used to ensure a rounded picture of species health is available and to link
with other models widely used within the sector and engrained within policy. The table below
captures some of this discussion.
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BftB programme recommendation 8: A process needs to be agreed within BftB to
guide how Species Recovery Curve positions of individual species are updated. It is
recommended that as and when projects feel their species should be moved along
the Species Recovery Curve or at the summative evaluation stage of each project.
Such requests should be sent to the Programme Manager who will discuss each
one with Richard Wilson of Natural England (as a specialist to be nominated by the
Monitoring and Evaluation Task and Finish Group. Where these individuals are in
agreement of the validity of the claim and supporting evidence, the request will be
put before the task and finish group for approval and then sent to the Taxon Group
for their independent review.
This recommended process should be discussed and if appropriate approved by
the Monitoring and Evaluation Task and Finish group. It then needs to be
communicated to all projects by the Programme Manager.
BftB programme recommendation 9: A group of specialists nominated by the
Monitoring and Evaluation Task and Finish group should work to further develop
thinking on how to implement the Species Recover Curve model alongside other
working models in the sector. This thinking should be shared more widely in the
sector as one of the ‘think papers’ recommended in section 2.1.

Measure

Metric(s)

Advantages

Disadvantages

Resolving disadvantages

What can be addressed
in BftB?

1) Outcome

1) Conservation
Status as defined
in the Habitats
Directive: values
for Range,
Population,
Habitat and
Future Prospects

•

•
•

Not yet widely understood.
Setting values without good data
can be challenging, especially at the
sub-national scale.
May be difficult to use to
demonstrate a local response to
BftB actions, especially if there is a
time lag between activity and
species response (though
importantly this should be reflected
in the “Future Prospects”
component).
National statements not yet
available for most species.

•

Increase awareness &
understanding of the
approach.
Increase rate of
production of national
statements.
Use alongside measures of
project activity.

•

Aim to use in BftB but only
where data and staff
resources and engagement
allow, so likely to be a
minor element (This is a JF
suggestion, but NB some
debate here: feedback
from BftB PSG indicates
some are not in favour of
use in BftB). Explore
whether this to
could/should the standard
for future species recovery
programmes.

Not a true measure of species
status; rather it’s a proxy for status
based on actions that we believe
will lead to change in status.
Could be misleading, especially if
other activities or factors are
causing larger changes in species
status.
Issues with mismatch between
spatial scale of Taxon Group actions
(which are national) and BftB
actions (which are typically local).

•

Ensure we only use with
appropriate caveats about
what this actually tells us,
especially activity vs
outcome and spatial scale
issues.
Resolve process and
resourcing issues with
Taxon Group sign-off of
changes in SRC steps
suggested by projects.
Longer-term: create
process that addresses
species conservation
activity planning in a more

•

Use in BftB (already in
Quarterly Reports)
Consider light-touch
process for sign-off by
Taxon Groups, whilst not
undermining the role of
Taxon Groups.

•

•
•
•
•

2) Activity

2a) Progress with
actions set out at
a national level in
Taxon Group
spreadsheet

•

•
•

The measure that most accurately
reflects species conservation
status.
Fit with legislation and policy: this
is the standard that agencies are
working to (e.g. used in Article 17
reporting, proposed by NE to
underpin its work on species
including Nature Recovery
Network).
Spatially scalable.
Allows comparison with
favourable levels (FCS).
Measures are applicable across
taxa.
Some similarity with Green Listing,
currently being investigated by
IUCN and others.
Allows a measure of BftB progress
– especially useful when the
species may take a long time to
respond, or a response is
inherently difficult to measure.
Refers to nationally agreed actions
and allows some recording of
progress with those actions.
Simple to do (for some action
types).

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

3) Species
Recovery
Curve

2b) Project
activity progress
– ideally using
standardised
metrics (e.g. X ha
of habitat
managed; X
reintroductions
undertaken).
Ideally numerical
and spatial (i.e.
recorded on GIS).
3) Species
Recovery Curve
step

•

•
•

•
•
•

Allows a very specific measure of
BftB progress – especially useful
when the species may take a long
time to respond, or a response is
inherently difficult to measure.
Simple to do.
Allows spatial analysis and
reporting.

•

Simple to do.
Allows quick cross-taxa
comparison of progress.
Allows measure of progress at
early stages for species where
there is very little status data, or a
paucity of information on
autecology, decline and recovery
factors.

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

4) Narrative

4) Text
description of
status and
change in status

•
•

Simple to do.
Does not require large amounts of
detailed data.

•

Not a true measure of species
status; rather it’s a proxy for status
based on actions that we believe
will lead to change in status.
Could be misleading, especially if
other activities or factors are
causing larger changes in species
status.

•

A measure of overall recovery
progress rather than status per se.
National cross-range measure,
hence only useful where BftB
projects cover the whole range of a
species.
Risks undervaluing local BftB
progress, if we use the national SRC
step, because local progress may be
masked by national progress.
Not widely understood.
Difficult to apply consistently – can
be wide variation in step
assessment depending on
interpretation of guidance.
Confusion over governance with
assessment, and many Taxon
Groups are not sufficiently
resourced or co-ordinated to
engage.
Not a true measure of species
status.

•
•
•

•

holistic and transparent
way (bigger issue than just
BftB).
Ensure we only use with
appropriate caveats about
what this actually tells us,
especially activity vs
outcome issues.

•

Use in BftB (already in
Quarterly Reports –
though needs more work
on standardising and
encouraging? More useful
when twinned with 2a
[progress with national
level actions in Taxon
Group spreadsheet])

Increase awareness of the
approach.
Provide clarity on
interpretation.
Ensure we only use with
appropriate caveats about
what this actually tells us.

•

Use in BftB where possible
(already requested in
Quarterly Reports, though
take-up is currently
patchy)

Ensure text contains
caveats about the

•

Use in BftB (already in
Quarterly Reports) –
though don’t rely on this

•
•

Difficult to convincingly
demonstrate the value of project
activity and benefits.
Does not allow easy integration with
wider surveillance work.

Figure 10 Table comparing the different ways of measuring species status, After Jim Foster

limitation of narrativeonly measures.

as key measure. Useful in
BftB final report.

5.2 Designing and implementing species monitoring
Appendix 1 comprises an Interim Evaluation of Species Monitoring work compiled by Just Ecology.
This report provides: a summary of the species monitoring methods that are being used for the BftB
projects; an initial audit of supplied species monitoring plans; an overall evaluation of the supplied
information; and, recommendations for future work.
BftB monitoring is being focused on 111 primary species and BftB field methods have been
documented with respect to the sites where monitoring will take place; the recording units; the
frequency and timing of field visits; the methods; and the abundance and distribution metrics that
can be generated from the data. This information has been audited with respect to whether there is
reliable baseline information, fit-for-purpose methods, and whether reliable information on
abundance and distribution can be generated.
As indicated in the graph of Species Recovery Curve steps (see figure 7) monitoring is a key element
of assessing our understanding, action and status of a species with respect to the Curve and therefore
the success of BftB species conservation measures. Monitoring is being undertaken at project level
and the diagram on the following page shows the touchpoints at which monitoring is required in the
Species Recovery Curve process (see Section 5.1).
There are species for which the monitoring information may be very reliable, for example where a
large proportion of the national population is included in BftB monitoring e.g. Cornish path moss,
ladybird spider and narrow-headed ant. Alternatively, there may be species where only a relatively
small proportion of the population is monitored by BftB. The interim evaluation (see Appendix 1 for
further detail) has identified a raft of other ‘difficulties’ associated with any interpretation of results,
inclusive of the impact of the BftB programme, for example:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A potentially slow species response to interventions (e.g. habitat management) and
colonisation
Some species may cycle, for example showing an immediate population boom followed by a
reduction – part of the natural population dynamics of the species
Some species are idiosyncratic and are not predictable in their occurrence across seasons
and years
Management is unlikely to be consistent in different years and between sites
Management outside of BftB sites may draw the species away; wider landscape impacts
The experimental nature of some of the management
Some species have no management focused on them
If the programme lifetime is too short to see any changes, the information gathered will give
us a better baseline from which to assess the legacy of the programme and will aid future
data analysis and the conservation management of the included species.

Figure 11 Schematic showing where monitoring information (M), research information (R) and practical intervention results (P) feed into the recovery curve assessments. After Just
Ecology, see Appendix 1 for further detail.

Lesson learnt
There are limitations to the interpretation of BftB monitoring data.
BftB programme recommendation 10: Discussion is needed on how to use data on
the abundance and distribution of species in 2020 to assess progress in relation to
the species recovery curve. A clear process for assessing the position of a species
on the Species Recovery Curve at the end of the programme is required, how BftB
data will be fed into this and how liaison with the taxon group will be organised.
The task and finish group should formulate recommendations for programme
Steering Group to approve as part of the project closure and summative evaluation
process.
Lesson learnt
BftB have found that monitoring works best when there is a strong lead, guidance
and capacity support from the centre and lead organisations for each project and
taxa.
BftB programme recommendation 11: There needs to be agreement on whether a
central collation of BftB monitoring data is desirable or whether the data will be
stored by the BftB partners. This extends to mapping associated with data and
whether this should be stored in lead organisations in their own systems
(preferred) or centrally in a GIS-based system. There needs to be agreement on
the sharing of records, e.g. with partners, members of the public and data
custodians such as Local Record Centres, National Recording Schemes, the
National Biodiversity Network etc. The audiences, mechanisms and timetable for
data sharing need to be agreed.
Future project recommendation 5: For future projects it would be highly beneficial
to produce central guidance on data collection, storage and sharing during the
development stage and for systems to be established at this stage. A dedicated
member of staff (a Data Officer for example) in the programme team to support this
process would be of great benefit.
Baseline status information is important for it will allow any changes in the status of a species within
the monitored areas to be assessed. Baseline information should ideally come from a complete and
reliable survey of the target species in the monitored areas that predates the start of the BftB
programme (2018) and any BftB interventions. This would allow comparison of on-going monitoring
data with the baseline survey in order to detect any status change within the monitored population.
Baseline surveys exist for nine of the 12 single-species projects and the supplied methods indicate
that these will provide good baseline measures of relative abundance and/or distribution in the areas
to be monitored by BftB. For the integrated projects, which are focusing on multiple species, complete
baseline surveys are generally not available. For some of these species a baseline can be compiled
from previous surveys and casual data records and most of the project teams have indicated that they
are in the process of doing so.

Lesson learnt
A back-calculation method of collating a baseline provides useful contextual
information however these records are likely to be spatially and temporally patchy
and may not provide a complete baseline survey for the included areas for all
species.
BftB programme recommendation 12: Where good baseline data exists then the
BftB metrics Project Managers/Officers should back-calculate this for the baseline
year, so that the metrics going forward can be compared with the baseline. Where
this is not the case then the logical conclusion is for the BftB projects to aim to
undertake complete standardised surveys for the included species, as soon as
practical in the lifetime of their projects (e.g. in 2020), and for these surveys to
provide the baseline. These baseline surveys, together with previous survey and
data records, would be important to inform status assessments and changes in
status. Lead organisations for each project without a robust baseline should
discuss the feasibility of this work within existing resources and if it is not possible
what additional resources would be required to ensure it is completed. This
information should be reported back to the Task and Finish group to discuss and
make a recommendation (with advice from Just Ecology) to the Programme
Steering Group.
The species that are the focus of the single-species projects are all being monitored to gain a better
understanding of their status and how status might change over time. For the multispecies projects,
up to 28 priority species were defined for any particular project as well as a raft of secondary species
also.
For the multi-species projects, an early decision by the Task and Finish Group was to prioritise
monitoring activity for the primary species in each project for these are the most threatened and in
need of recovery. Depending on the project, these number from six to 28 species, with 103 species
included in the seven integrated projects overall (see Appendix 1 for full details). Secondary (and
other) species could also be included in species monitoring activities, where opportunities and
resources allow, but the priority was to be given to the primary species.

•
•
•

The species are rare and sometimes hard to find making it difficult to use nonexperts or
volunteers.
There are some extreme difficulties with respect to species identification.
There is a general lack of knowledge about the life cycles of some species
Some species are not easily detectable, with considerable uncertainty about where and when
they are likely to be found
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The Task and Finish Group recognised that is not easy to design perfect monitoring schemes for
many of the species included in BftB. The difficulties are many and for some species include that:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Some species are idiosyncratic and are not predictable in their occurrence across seasons and
years.
A certain degree of familiarity in habitat contexts and different conditions is required to survey
some species successfully, again meaning that experts may be required.
For some, licences are required to use the methods needed to survey them, and potential
licensees need to be trained
Damage to the species may occur if methods are used incorrectly or excessively
There are frequently no current standardised methods for some species and survey work will
be heavily reliant on experts and associated bespoke methods
The number of trained surveyors available is unknown and such resources may be insufficient
to deliver an extensive survey in all cases.

For these reasons, some flexibility was afforded to the integrated project teams allowing them to
exclude, with justification, any of the priority species that they currently couldn’t monitor.
Field methodologies are a combination of nationally recognised methods (e.g. BSBI Rare Plant
Monitoring Protocol; Common Bird Census Method; UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme, National Bat
Monitoring Programme, National Amphibian & Reptile Recording Scheme; Willow Tit Playback
Method etc.) and bespoke methods. They are described to varying levels of detail, with some
supported with documentation such as recording forms and survey guidance, aimed at the
participants.
Just Ecology have stated in their report that it would be ideal for protocols and forms to be available
for all BftB primary species, with consistency in the amount of detail, and consistency for species
‘shared’ by projects, where appropriate. This information would be an important part of the legacy
of the project. BftB survey methodologies for on-going monitoring within the single-species projects
have now been mostly well described; see Appendix 1 for detail. For the single-species projects, the
metrics agreed for abundance and distribution can be reliably calculated from the BftB monitoring
method, and often from the baseline survey also that pre-dates BftB. Some are surrogates, however,
that allow only an approximate measure of abundance and distribution to be reported.
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From a grand total of 99 project/species combinations, the number of survey visits has yet to be
confirmed for a small number of species; see Table 2-4 in Appendix 1. For various projects/species,
there is sometimes a degree of uncertainty in the number of visits that will be made per year, and in
which years. Some projects have preferred to state the minimum number of visits that will be
achieved and/or caveated with expressions such as “if possible”, “ideally”, “as many as resources
allow”, “hoping to”, etc. This generally relates to uncertainties over resource availability, notably
volunteers or experts to conduct the surveys.
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Depending on the species, monitoring will take place at a number of sites/sub-sites, ranging from just
one site (Little Whirlpool Ramshorn snail) up to approximately 40 sites/sub-sites (Barberry Carpet
moth). There is no standard definition for what constitutes a site or sub-site, and these have been
decided for pragmatic reasons. Maps of the boundaries of included sites and sub-sites are important
to have on record, allowing an understanding of where data are collected and allowing standardisation
into the future. Such maps have been supplied (in full) for 9 of the 12 single-species projects to date.

Defining the seasons in which monitoring would take place has been relatively easy for the project
teams; these are based on best practice and the most reliable survey periods for the detection of the
included species. Recognising that not all species will be surveyed in all years, the years of survey
per species has been fully documented for just three of the seven projects (i.e. Dorset Heathlands,
Cotswold Limestone Grassland, Gems in the Dunes), although there are sometimes gaps in this
information where supplied (see Table 2-4).
Lesson learnt
Robust methodologies at project level for on-going monitoring are essential to
understand the impact of conservation works on the target species. These can be
are time-consuming to develop and involve taking pragmatic decisions about what
is feasible and what is good practice when a recognised standard does not exist.
BftB programme recommendation 13: Field methods have yet to be
described/fully described for 10 of the 99 included species; Further information on
methodologies is required from the Lesser Butterfly orchid and some integrated
projects. In the first instance, support should be provided by the lead organisation
as a matter of urgency to resolve this situation. If significant barriers are faced by
projects in completing this task, then these should be escalated to the Monitoring
and Evaluation Task and Finish group by the lead partner.
BftB programme recommendation 14: There remains some uncertainty about
which sites are to be monitored for particular species. This needs to be resolved
with urgency by Project Managers/Officers with support from project lead
organisations.
BftB programme recommendation 15: To ensure mapping is completed to a good
standard and consistency some simple guidance should be drawn up by Just
Ecology for example on appropriate map scales, the drawing of boundaries and
capture of recording units. Maps of sites to be monitored should be created by
Project Managers/Officers with the support of lead organisations for Grey Long
Eared bat, Lesser Butterfly orchid, Ladybird spider, Pine Marten and Willow tit.
BftB programme recommendation 16: Just Ecology have identified that whist some
of the metrics are good (i.e. appropriate and easy to understand), some are a little
vague and need to be improved. They also feel that some work is needed on
whether there can get better consistency across the projects on the metrics they
will report. Just Ecology should scope this piece of work to articulate exactly what
the issues are and more specifically what work is recommended.
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Once methodologies have been agreed monitoring activities will be underway. There is currently no
system in place to gather information on what monitoring is taking place. It is also clear that
management interventions will have to be very well recorded and the results from monitoring will
need careful interpretation. Projects should record / quantify habitat creation, restoration and
management activity, ideally to include spatial information that can be related to monitoring data.

It is important to understand not just what ecological monitoring is planned but
what is actually being undertaken and the nature of associated management
interventions which might be causing change to happen.
BftB programme recommendation 17: Just Ecology should develop a template for
consistent recording of the nature and detail of conservation management
interventions implemented as part of each BftB project. This should be provided
to projects to be updated as required and can form an appendix to the final report
for each project (see section 3.4 for details).
BftB programme recommendation 18: A ‘health check’ on delivery of monitoring
activities should be undertaken by Just Ecology in winter 2019 after this recording
season is over. This should include details such as which species are being
monitored in which years of BftB, the number of visits per year per species, how
data is stored/metrics are being reported and shared any issues they are
encountering so that problems can be addressed in a timely way. Just Ecology
should design a method for this health check that can be discussed and agreed by
the Monitoring and Evaluation Task and Finish group.
With the support of partner organisations and Just Ecology, project staff have put a huge amount of
expertise and effort into developing and beginning to implement the methodology for monitoring
each species. As outlined in this section and in Appendix 1 there is still a huge amount of work to be
done to ensure a robust data set as a legacy of BftB.
Lesson learnt
The challenge of monitoring in integrated projects requires a significant amount of
time and expertise to overcome.
BftB programme recommendation 19: Whilst some work to action
recommendations concerning ecological monitoring can be undertaken by partner
organisations, additional resource needs to be identified to support and
coordinate this work. In particular integrated projects require support to ensure
methodologies are agreed and carried out. Can expertise be identified with a
partner organisation which can be seconded into the BftB programme if budget
can be found to tackle the programme wide issues? Can additional resource be
procured at project level with the required expertise to solve some of the project
specific issues?

28

CSAP section 5.2 (2016).
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The BftB programme comprises:
• Seven integrated landscape projects – these aim to ‘maximise conservation effectiveness by
focussing on suites of species that occupy similar habitats’ 28. Examples of habitats included
in this approach are; grasslands across the Cotswold landscape; dunes along Lancashire’s
Sefton coast and Rockingham Forest in Northamptonshire.
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5.3 Seeing the trees for the wood

•

12 single species projects – these aim to deliver the specific needs of a range of individual
species where special action is required to safeguard regional or national populations. These
include work to establish new populations alongside improvements in habitat quality and
connectivity. Examples of species include; barberry carpet moth; lesser butterfly orchid and
willow tits.

The mid-way point is a useful moment at which to revisit original principles of the programme and
ways of working such as this. The table below contains initial thoughts29 on the pros and cons of
both approaches.
Project type Pros
•
Integrated species
•
•
•

•

Single species

•
•
•
•

Cons
Have a team to deliver the project
Allows for teamwork and support
The results chain can be very
complex
There is a multi-taxa balance
meaning that multiple individual
‘primary’ and ‘secondary species’
benefit
More opportunity for a wider range
of partners to collaborate with
shared expertise

•

Focussed effort on one species
Ecological monitoring is simpler
The results chain30 is relatively
simple
Single species can be more
charismatic and tangible and better
understood and supported by the
public; landowners and funders

•

•

•

•

•

Require high level of staff input
and not always adequately
staffed
A wider range of skills are
required to deliver effectively
especially an understanding of
multiple taxa
Monitoring and assessing species
recovery process, (including the
potential trade-offs in benefits
for one species against another)
is much more complex
Often only have one individual
Project Officer to deliver and
often part-time only
Are focussed on monitoring the
success of measures for one
‘primary species’
Not advancing the conservation
agenda/practice per se

Figure 12 Matrix to show some of the benefits and challenges of single vs integrated species project approaches.

The integrated approach demonstrates putting species first when it comes to site and landscapescale management planning. This means site, habitat and landscape planning all based around the
needs of species rather than fitting species into existing plans. Integrated projects are designed to
increase the diversity of niches31 within habitats across multiple sites within a landscape.
A principle of the BftB approach is that species conservation has an important role to play within
landscape scale conservation; seeing the trees for the wood. Species can also provide a resonance
with audiences in a way that landscapes sometimes struggle to.
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Gathered as part of the Programme Steering Group Recommendation and Validation workshop, May 2019.
A ‘results chain’ is the logical relationship between resources invested in a project; the activities/tasks that
take place and the sequence of changes that result. ResearchGate retrieved 24th May 2019
http://www.researchgate.net
31
For target species to occupy.

30
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Lesson learnt
Lack of action/wrong action for Section 41 species because of inadequate
knowledge of what is needed and how to work in this way was identified as a
threat to conservation in the Species Conservation Action Plan (Nov 2016). The
BftB project has been a testbed for two distinct ways of working; integrated and
species focussed projects. Weaving the consideration of species into landscape
scale conservation plans can seem overly complex but is important if we are to
provide an environment in which our most threatened species can survive and
then thrive.
BftB programme recommendation 20: Further discussion of this is required and a
deeper level investigation via a cost-benefit analysis of the single species vs
integrated species approach to feed into the summative evaluation. A tangible
legacy for the programme for the sector should be making this thinking visible and
articulating clear recommendations for the sector about species conversation as
part of a landscape scale approach. This is an opportunity to engage a wider range
of stakeholders and interested parties beyond the BftB partnership in discussion.

6. Inspiring a
nation

6.1 Finding a shared identity
BftB has created a strong identity and branding.
Lesson learnt
The brand is widely accepted by partners as an important part of its success in
building profile externally, providing an easy-to-use tool to talk about the
programme and also in providing a visual device to symbolise the collaborative
spirit and overarching goal of the programme; bringing species ‘back from the
brink’ of extinction.
Future project recommendation 6: As this strong brand has been established
future projects could gain benefit from the profile it has developed by developing a
clear and visible link to BftB i.e. keeping the working models compatible, ensuring
a “family resemblance” in brand identities and investigating use of the BftB
website infrastructure32.
Lesson learnt
One of the challenges of partnership working is retention of identity of individual
partners and how this balances with the identity of the partnership. There is an
inherent friction with a few partners on whose identity should be most prominent
in communications about their individual project and there are some perceived
conflicts of interest in using a shared branding. This can be especially prevalent
with partner communication teams who are one-step removed from the
operational and strategic delivery of the programme.
BftB programme recommendation 21: One of the potential solutions to conflicts
of interest in joint branding (although no one action alone is likely to solve the
issue) is to better show the benefits of using a central branding, especially through
collaboration on diversifying fundraising avenues and membership in the future.
BftB has built a solid online presence and social media channels. The social media channels have
amassed a good level of followers in a relatively short space of time. In addition, the programme has
received good visibility through traditional PR channels such as TV and print media.

32

This recommendation has already been approved by the Rethink Nature group.
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One of the issues of investing in project communications is evidencing the impact. BftB and most
other heritage projects factor into their projects resource (sometimes significant) to raise the profile
of their project or organisation, deliver messages about their goal or work through a variety of
communication channels and engage with wider audiences through this activity. For the most part,

projects use traditional methods of monitoring and evaluation to look at reach33 and to a lesser
extent engagement34, see diagram below35.
In the planning stages BftB used the Landscape Partnership model for planning outputs and this
translated into planning for ‘indirect engagements’ as a result of communication activity36. The
target set in the development stage was for 1,290,000 people engaged via communication activity
which the programme has already vastly exceeded at only the half-way point of delivery. For
example, a media launch for the Colour in the Margins integrated species project was undertaken in
July 2018 using traditional press, radio, TV and social media. Just this one launch resulted in 188
pieces in media publications (177 web articles and 11 magazines, newspapers articles with a total
reach of 749,2037 readers indirectly engaged, 2 radio interviews and 1 TV interview for National BBC
1 Breakfast. The reach of this launch has been massive giving excellent exposure for arable plants
and wildlife to the public.
Measuring success by ‘indirect engagement’ through high level stats has been problematic in two
ways. Firstly, it took the programme team some time to work out how to measure this in practical
terms and what they were aiming for with respect to this metric. Secondly these are only ‘vanity
stats’. This quantitative data gives us a basic (all be it a rather one-dimensional view) picture but
does not help us to understand if the programme theory of change (on which our monitoring and
evaluation framework is grounded) is working i.e. ‘we are inspiring a nation’.
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Reach is how many people actually saw the post/article/tv show. This is commonly measured by metrics
such as viewing or circulation figures.
34
In this context ‘engagement’ means how many people liked it, shared it, posted it online, told a friend about
it, chatted about it at work the next day.
35
Based on a 4 tier system of metrics loosely based upon Social Media Marketing or SMM tools models.
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33

Engagement
level 1

• Reach - how many people actually saw the post/article/tv show

• Engagement - how many people liked it, shared it, posted it online, told
Engagement
level 2

a friend about it, chatted about it at work the next day

• Leads - as a result how many people are actually interested in doing
Engagement
level 3

something eg changing a behaviour, joining an organisation, volunteering
time, donating money etc

• Conversations - how many people are actually inspired and do any
Engagement
level 4

of these things (conversion goals).

Figure 13 diagram demonstrating the four levels of how to evaluate communication materials
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Most projects use ‘indirect engagement’ quantitative stats (such as reach and engagement) to
understand the impact of their communications and PR activity. However, these figures do not
provide a depth of data that allows robust evaluation of impact. For example, it is impossible to tell
from readership numbers if people reading it are ‘warm’ audiences already engaged with the
conservation sector or new ‘cold’ ones that BftB would like to reach. It is not possible to tell what
people thought about the messages within the PR or comms materials or if they were inspired by it
or did anything as a result.

Lesson learnt
It is critical for conservation organisations to identify robust ways in which to
understand the impact of their communication and PR activities if they are to
understand what works and what doesn’t. New ways of measuring beyond the
‘reach’ of communications must be found.
BftB programme recommendation 22: As a ‘pathfinder’ project BftB is trialling
new ways of engaging people and needs to understand the impact of this
engagement. It is therefore recommended37 is to undertake a ‘frame analysis’38 on
a sample of representative communication and PR materials and run focus groups
with members of ‘warm’ and ‘cold’ target audiences.
Whilst there is a dedicated BftB Communications Manager in the central programme team the
importance39 and scale of this communications work is not aligned with the resource allocated to it.
A creative agency was recruited to support the design and print procurement work for displays,
leaflets etc however this does not cover the one-off requests and materials needed to take
advantage of unexpected opportunities.
In addition some time-consuming elements were never identified and scheduled into the central
resource, for example, the programme still does not have photographs of all of the primary Back
from the Brink species which are needed for social media, print etc. and it is very time consuming to
undertake photo research for some of the less well known species. Whilst this could be a volunteer
role, there is no slack capacity to manage such a volunteer team and shortage of resource is more
systemic. This lack of capacity is also creating a ‘bottle-neck’ in the approvals process for project
communication materials where a large amount of support is often required to ensure quality
control and proper acknowledgement of funders for example.
Lesson learnt
Whilst partner organisation communication teams can provide some support for
programme and project communications, they are mostly stretched themselves.
An ambitious programme wanting to create a national profile and subsequent
engagement through communications needs to ensure that it is properly
resourced.
BftB programme recommendation 23: The Communications Group can more
effectively support the Communications Manager by delivering some of the tasks it
identifies amongst partners. A new member of the programme team has been
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A first proposal was approved by the BftB Steering group (December 2018) and then sent to the NLHF for
review (early 2019). Feedback from the NLHF was that this would be a useful addition to the project
evaluation and that other projects could learn from this approach but they asked how this could be made
more robust and how transferrable lessons or ‘how to’ guides could be developed out of this work to share
knowledge with other natural heritage projects.
38
Using the Common Cause for Nature (https://valuesandframes.org/nature-container-object-person-self
which in turn links to nature connectedness ) principles of values and frames to understand which frames our
current PR is using and how successful they are likely to be. The benefit of using the Common Cause principles
are that they are grounded in proven peer reviewed and well accepted academic research.
39
The relative importance of this work when examining the programme theory of change.
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37

appointed to help relieve administrative strain in this area of work however this
will not provide enough capacity or expertise to maximise the benefit of
collaborative communications that the BftB can offer. When considering
reallocation of underspend, central communications support should be a priority
and the Programme Manager should support the Communication Manager in
identifying discrete packages of work that can be delegated or outsourced.

6.2 Moving beyond the usual suspects
Over a million people live within a 5km radius of a location within the BftB programme and nearly a
third of the population is motivated to protect endangered wildlife. The partners identified several
audiences of interest during planning as part of the Audience Development Plan40.
It is important for the programme but also for the long-term resilience of the partner organisations
that BftB projects not only engage ‘warm’ audiences for whom the conservation sector already has a
connection but also find ways of engaging non-traditional ‘cold’ audiences.

40

Description

Example 1 of activity

Example 2 of activity

People in a
partner’s current
volunteer pool or
those recruited by
a BftB project.
Also included
within this group
are special
interest, natural
history and taxon
groups

Shifting Sands project (IP7)
To attract new volunteers
the project team has been
offering novel experiences or
access to otherwise
inaccessible sites e.g. soil
surveys or heathland
workdays on Elveden Estate.
This attracts volunteers who
want to do something a bit
different. For existing
volunteers’, the project team
has been offering new
experiences, fun things to do
and learning opportunities,
which have focussed on
things to benefit the
volunteers, rather than the
project’s immediate need to

The Barberry Carpet Moth
project (SP01) team have used
social media to advertise
volunteering tasks locally, but
more importantly they used
social media to show pictures
of volunteer’s efforts from
previous work parties. This has
helped volunteers to feel their
hard work is appreciated and
showcases their efforts to the
community, in turn the project
team have witnessed
community volunteers benefit
from the planting tasks in
Dorset and Wiltshire, they
have all been very successful
and well attended. The Dorset
area has a good core of five
committed volunteers who

Developed by Red Kite, 2016.
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Identified
audience of
interest
Potential and
existing
volunteers
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Whilst it is too early to make a full assessment of benefit to audiences, it is clear that across the board,
BftB projects and central programme are delivering across each of the identified audiences (see table
below for examples).

Communities
local to sites

Villages or towns
close to the
integrated
projects or
individual sites for
the single species

Next
generation
stewards

Includes landbased
management
students and the
naturalists of the
future. Young
people with an

The Barberry Carpet month
project (SP01) has seen
landowners benefit by
dropping off plants to
individuals in Wiltshire and
Gloucester. The project team
has given the landowners
planting and management
advice. This has been
successful as most new
planting areas around these
colonies are on private land
and not always suitable for
volunteer tasks. The project
team has been able to meet
people individually, see the
planting locations and give
plenty of advice, this more
personal way of
communicating the projects
message has been very
successful. The project team
has been able to help
landowners understand their
place in the project and to
feel part of a larger mission,
to connect up these colonies.
Shrill Carder Bee project
(SP11) has seen a good level
of wider engagement. The
Shrill Carder Bee
identification training
courses have been oversubscribed showing the
great engagement from local
communities. Their
enthusiasm to attend the
training courses will help
with the long-term
monitoring of the species.
The Pine Marten project
(SP10) has been working
with a volunteer, Lewis
Pemberton, a final year
student at Newcastle
University studying
Countryside Management.

The Grey Long-Eared Bat
project (SP03) has seen great
direct engagement with
landowners. The project team
has been doing on-to-one site
visits. These personal visits
have inspired landowners and
helped raise more awareness
of the species. The visits
provide the landowners with
practical advice.

Dorset Heathland Heart
project (IP1) have had great
success with their Purbeck
Ecology Volunteers (with
National Trust). They have
been undertaking surveys and
helping run events which has
contributed to a real ‘sense of
identity’.

Roots of Rockingham project
(IP6) has developed good
working relationships with
staff at Forestry England and
Boughton Estate. This resulted
in the project discovering they
were thinking of going into CS,
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A broad range of
people who own
and manage land
for agriculture or
recreation, are
tenant farmers or
countryside
managers

regularly attend tasks, this has
been an ideal number for the
jobs and activities.
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Farmers and
land managers

get tasks done, to ensure
they feel valued.

interest in the
environment

Urban dwellers

A group with a
common
characteristic of
living in larger
towns and cities
and may have low
accessibility to
countryside

Policy makers
and decision
makes

Including
politicians at a
local and national
level, key staff of
relevant
organisations, and
other groups and
influencers

Lewis recently wrote: “The
Back from the Brink (BftB)
Pine Marten Project plays a
major role in protecting one
of Britain’s rarest species,
which relates directly to my
course and future career in
conservation”. Lewis has
been setting up camera traps
and taking scat surveys with
the team.
The Willow Tit project (SP12)
has seen members of the
public benefit from their
formal talks and
presentations. It has given
the community an overview
of the project as well as
specific details. The talks and
presentations have given
communities a platform
enabling them to go on and
find out more information
along with a great
opportunity to get involved.
The Lady Spider project
(SP07) has been engaging
and working directly with the
British Arachnological
Society (BAS) in developing
their spider leaflets

which gave the team the
opportunity to input and
advise on management of
rides. This has resulted in the
project getting a large number
of rides within the 3 Boughton
Estate woodlands into
rotational management as
part of their Countryside
Stewardship agreement.

Expert advised was provided
by RSPB regarding many
matters including
procurement, Buglife also
gave subject matter advice
and help with other matters
such as fundraising. James
Harding-Morris the
Communications Manager has
praised the partnership
organisation for always having
an expert available to call
upon.

Figure 14 Table showing examples of how target audiences have benefitted from the BftB programme to date.
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In addition to the audiences of interest in the table above, two other audiences (explored in the table
below) have been identified within the programme plans.

Additional
audience
Partner
organisation
staff

Description

Example 1 of activity

Example 2 of activity

Wider staff within
core partner
organisations who
are not part of the
BftB project
delivery

Wider sector

Organisations
who are not core
partners but are
within the species
conservation or
wider
conservation
sectors

The black-tailed Godwit
project (SP02) offered
guided tours at Welney
Wetland Centre which has
been very successful. This is
not funded by the Back from
the Brink project but has
been a successful means of
sharing the successes of the
Godwit project with others.
Dorset Heathland Heart
project (IP1) have been
working with the Species
Recovery Trust throughout
the project as well as the
MOD regarding microhabitat
management.

The Grey Long-Eared Bat
project (SP03) has successfully
been working with BftB
organisations (but outside of
BftB project) and other
external organisations, they
have been building on existing
relationships, seeking
collaborative opportunities
when available.
Field Cricket (SP06) has
shared updates with other
landowners and managers
with field crickets on their
land eg Sussex WT, Private
Estates, Hants City Council and
with NE entomological
specialists.

Figure 15 Table showing examples of how additional audiences have benefitted from the BftB programme to date.

6.3 The secret recipe?
The partnership has extensive experience of audience engagement however the partners recognise
the need to reach beyond individual projects to bring a transformational change in the way people
engage with their natural heritage. BftB’s commitment to public engagement is partly in recognition
of the need to involve local people in conservation, for reasons of sustainability, support and equity.
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The diagram below shows the planned audience journey within Back from the Brink.

Figure 16 BftB planned audience journey. Extract from the Species Conservation Action Plan. Nov 2016.

This shows a traditional model often used within the conservation sector to plan audience
engagement. It has always been assumed that the more, better contact, the more likely positive
outcomes will result.
Some of the activities planned for projects to delivery are formulaic; the stock in trade of the
conservation sector for the last 20 years. For example, many projects included a programme of
traditional guided walks and some include installation of interpretation panels. These two example
engagement and interpretation techniques are tried and tested and represent good value for
money; walks giving depth or engagement and panels providing breadth.
Many of these public engagement activities focus on imparting knowledge in a variety of different
ways, while others are more focussed on stimulating a creative or emotional response. A striking
statistic from recent research41 is that nature connectedness explains 69% of pro-ecological
behaviour while nature knowledge explains just 2%. Visit frequency was found to be less good a
predictor of pro-conservation behaviours as connectedness. The research identifies five pathways to
nature connectedness:
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For example, see Hughes, J., Richardson, M., Lumber, R. (2018) Evaluating connection to nature and the
relationship with conservation behaviour in children. Journal for Nature Conservation 45, 11-19
Lumber, R., Richardson, M., Sheffield, D. (2017) Beyond knowing nature: Contact, emotion, compassion,
meaning, and beauty are pathways to nature connection. PLoS ONE 12(5): e0177186.
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41

Contact

The act of engaging with nature through the senses

Beauty

The perception of aesthetic qualities including shape, colour and form that
please the senses

Meaning

Using nature or natural symbolism to communicate a concept that is not directly
expressed

Emotion

An affective state or sensation that occurs as a result of engaging with nature

Compassion

Extending the self to include nature, leading to a concern for other natural
entities that motivates understanding and helping/co-operation

RSPB, Natural England, the Natural Trust and others have been working with the University of Derby
over the past three years to explore ways of implementing this model into their work. The BftB
Programme Steering Group has given strong backing to the proposal to use the powerful concept of
nature connectedness to help drive deeper, longer lasting outcomes from the BftB programme.
Subsequently a workshop has been delivered for partners, project and programme staff on this
model and it is now being used to inform the design of the public engagement programme and
evaluation of the concept is being piloted.
Back from the Brink now aims to be a case study for the integration of the pathways that can inform
cultural change within conservation organisations to make the way in which we communicate with
audiences better informed, more impactful, and a have more sustainable effect.
The Community Arts programme is a ‘stand-out’ strand for BftB and emerging as a model for best
practice. This work is programmed centrally and primarily delivered within the context of projects.
The Engagement and Volunteering Officer who manages this work has fully embraced the concepts
of nature connectedness and this is helping to push the boundaries of what is delivered and to
evaluate its impact.
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Yet every one of the species on the S41 list is remarkable in some way; every bit as much as the
Giant Panda. The Black-tailed Godwit for example has a ‘commute’ that any of us would feel is
testing; in their lifetime the migration miles they rack up are farther than journeying to the Moon.
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One of the challenges raised by project teams since project start-up has been in findings ways in
which to bring what they describe as ‘uncharismatic’ species to life for non-specialist audiences.
‘Charisma’ of non-human species and its use within nature conservation is a much written about and
researched topic. The classic example is the Giant Panda WWF use as a key device in their branding.
Even where the public can visit a site where a species is present, they may not be able to go near it
because of physical access, habitat management or licencing reasons for example the Little
Whirlpool Ramshorn Snail or they may not readily be able to recognise it is tiny in size or at first
glance unremarkable for example the Cornish Path Moss.

Whilst Narrow-headed Ants are masters of renewable energy using solar power to heat their nests
and workers will even ‘sunbathe’ then bring heat into the nest like mini mobile storage heaters.
Lesson learnt
BftB needs to help projects find the unique angle or frame for talking about their
species if they are to get the public behind efforts to conserve it whilst knowing
most will not have the immediate charismatic quality of some megafauna (think
panda, hedgehog or snow leopard). There is plenty of good practice in the sector,
being developed with BftB and within the practice of partner organisations but it is
not in a readily available, shareable format.
BftB programme recommendation 24: The community arts approach is one
solution to this and should continue to be delivered and evaluated within BftB.
This approach should be captured in a shareable format, for example, some case
studies have already been shared internally but these need editing and extending
for external consumption.
BftB programme recommendation 25: The RSPB have piloted an evaluation
method (the ENACT scale) to help understand the correlation between different
types of conservation engagement activities and nature connectedness. Use
ENACT scale and evaluation of comms to further interrogate this during the
remainder of the project.
BftB programme recommendation 26: Projects need to find ways to inject
creativity into the everyday ways in which they engage people with species
conservation. When the National Trust ‘reframed’ their flagship properties42 and
explored themes that would better engage a wider section of society they brought
together a set of people to help them think in different ways. Artists, poets,
journalists, designers, architects all came together with subject and engagement
specialists to bring fresh perspectives for telling the stories of their heritage. This
model could be simply applied to BftB by offering a ‘creative surgery’ to BftB
projects and partners to work with a group of creatives43 to undertake this process
as an extension of the community arts programme. This should have a legacy in
the form of a shareable document or guidance which can inform work wider than
the BftB projects.

43
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For example Hanbury Hall (Do money and beauty bring happiness) and Upton House (a 1930’s house party).
This could include some of the artists and creative practitioners who have been working on the Community
Arts programme.

42
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Lesson learnt
Whilst any of the traditional engagement techniques can be delivered in a fresh
and innovative way, many of the activity plans for project do not push the
boundaries or capitalise on the partnership potential within BftB. There is a central
programme, but the majority of activity delivery is siloed into individual projects
and not capitalising on the mandate to collaborate. If species conservation is to
stay relevant to ‘warm’ audiences and find a new relevance with ‘cold’ ones more

44

This idea came from the BftB Communications Manager.
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innovation is needed in activity planning in particular to take advantage of
partnership.
Future projects recommendation 7: Innovation in activity planning is needed to
reach new audiences and to take advantage of working in partnership. For
example, an online platform/app44 with has nature/wildlife/ethical activities for
people to do and record that they have done could span the offer of all partners. A
mixture of ‘connection to nature’ and ‘action for nature’. Imagine 100,000 people
all leaving a square metre of grass unmown this year? And imagine an app telling
you that you were part of that. Or it nudging you when it was time to take part in
the Big Butterfly Count, or Big Garden Birdwatch. Looking for something to do with
the family? The app suggests having a minibeast hunt in a garden or local park –
and look, it directs you to simple identification resources (already existing on
partner sites) in case you want any support. This kind of solution would make best
use of the collaborative nature of BftB.
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7. The essence of
BftB

7.1 What is the BftB approach?
The mid-way point is a good point at which to revisit the approach and thinking behind a
programme, especially when it is a ‘pathfinder’ project trying new ways of working. During the
interim evaluation, the Programme Steering Group and evaluators started to answer the question:
What is the ‘DNA’ of BftB?
The vision for the programme gives a first insight into the answer to this question:

‘Back from the Brink is a partnership working to prevent the extinction of threatened species
in England. By pooling expertise and developing new ways of working we will put over 200
priority species on the road to recovery by 2020. We shall inspire people across the country
to discover, value and care for threatened animals, plants and fungi. Our legacy will be to
share experience and success so that populations of threatened species are restored to
more landscapes.’
A theory of change45 was developed during the development stage and start-up of the programme
to more thoroughly explore how the programme expected to reach this vision (see following page).
This clearly shows that BFTB has two distinct yet overlapping routes to change.
The first is based upon ‘on the ground’ conservation work and improved skills and management of
natural heritage, whilst the second is a more indirect but long-term view, that sustainable species
recovery can only be achieved through engaging with a range of audiences and building advocates
for the natural heritage.
Both routes to change hope to lead to the same outcome and cannot be viewed separately if there is
to be a long term solution to the current species crisis. However, the latter is a somewhat more
seemingly intangible task involving shifting people’s perceptions and implicit values of nature rather
than a scientific process of restoration.
This approach to project planning with the strands of conservation and engagement implicitly
intertwined is akin to the landscape partnership model but on a much larger country-wide scale.
The concept is that people are at the heart of every conservation problem, but they are also at the
heart of every solution.
These two routes to change are both supported by collaboration which runs throughout the
programme. The idea of partnership and collaboration is central to what BftB is (the benefits of this
kind of partnership working are explored in section 2.1). There are some defining qualities of the
BftB partnership, for example, the big ‘brands’ within the partnership, for example RSPB, do not
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A theory of change is essentially a description of how and why a desired change is expected to happen in a
particular context. It articulates processes and pathways the programme will use to achieve its intended
outcomes and impacts. This puts the emphasis on what BFTB hopes to achieve rather than what it is going to
do. Whilst the theory of change itself is not an evaluative method it can be used in the capacity building stage
of the evaluation process to identify deeper outcomes for the activities and indicators of these.
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dominate as the common brand of the programme takes precedence and all partners operate on a
level playing field. Partners provide mutual support of each other’s proposals, for example, via the
Programme Steering Group. Partners can step in to assist with particular tasks or challenges, for
example someone in communications group will propose an idea.

results

resources

Funding
Partner commitment including time and expertise
Governance structure and planning framework
Staffing and Volunteering
Monitoring and Evaluation

COLLABORATION

•

The Back from the Brink partnership is
working together to provide integrated
action and advice for species
assemblages
•
By combining knowledge and best
practice for multiple species
groups, and sharing and
developing skills
•
To demonstrate a new way of
working – collaborating to give
species their place in landscape
scale conservation

SPECIES CONSERVATION
The Back from the Brink programme is
focused on conserving and monitoring
the highest priority threatened species
across a series of nationally important
landscapes
•
By improving habitat condition
and connectivity, and
reintroducing species where
necessary
•
To enable targeted species to
make steps to recovery increased abundance, distribution
and resilience

Leave a legacy of
landowners and
communities able to
sustain, monitor and
enjoy their natural
heritage.

•

•

BftB demonstrates a new way
of working that delivers multitaxa benefits.
Partnership staff are
confident in delivering new
ways of working. Key
stakeholders report
confidence in increasing the
skills of others and take action
to do so.

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Take the necessary
action to safeguard 20
species from extinction
in England
Directly improve the
conservation prospects
of a further 90
threatened species
Through these efforts
also provide benefits
and deliver actions for
an additional 100
threatened species

•

•

Threatened species make
steps to recovery and are
safeguarded against
extinction.
The habitat management and
quality of sites and
landscapes is improved.

•
•

•

By working together we are confident
that we will be measurably improving
the conservation status of each
species
Make the tradition of collaboration
behind the scenes much more visible
to our audiences
Translate this learning into new
projects
Enable inter-organisational learning
and increasing organisational
resilience
Working with one voice when talking
to landowners and land managers
To see populations of native species
thriving throughout their natural range
To restore species to those parts of
their range from which they have been
lost, to reverse the decline in their
numbers, and to reintroduce species
lost altogether from the English
countryside.
The multi-species approach will be
recognised as a successful
conservation model

INSPIRING PEOPLE
The Back from the Brink community is
inspiring a movement of people to
discover, value and act for England’s
threatened species
•

•

By sharing stories and
experiences, finding out why
species matter to them, and
helping people to get more
involved
To increase the relevance of the
conservation of England’s
threatened species to the lives of
many more people

•

•

•

•

•

Reach 1,200,000
people through wider
engagement (digital
and social media);
Engage 47,000 people
directly, inspiring them
to value our
threatened species
Teach 5600 people new
skills to study,
appreciate or care for
species through our
projects;
Teach 5700 people new
skills to study,
appreciate or care for
species through digital
or indirect contact;
Deliver 5600 vol/days,
working with 3000
volunteers

•

•

•

•

•

All audiences accessing the
Back from the Brink materials
/ events /opportunities are
aware that this represents a
new way of working
Organisations in the
partnership deliver high
quality experiences and
demonstrate improved public
engagement
People reached by the
programme will know more
about England’s threatened
species.
More people will cherish our
threatened species,
recognising the importance
they play in their lives and be
motivated to learn or do
more
More people are taking action
for species and are more
confident to do so as a result
of gaining new skills or
knowledge

Figure 17 Theory of change for the BftB programme. Extract from the Monitoring and Evaluation Plan (2016).

•

•

Send a clear message that species
recovery is an imperative, and that we
are running out of time for these and
many other species
A growing community of supporters,
action-takers and voices becomes
integrated in this common cause

The following list of what BftB is was brainstormed by the Programme Steering Group as part of the
Recommendations and Validation workshop46;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A flagship Rethink Nature programme with ambition for change and sector change for
joined-up working
A call to action for the public, decision makers, funders etc
A space to try something new
Partnership programme working on a pioneering scale – cross-organisational collaboration
and innovative integration with sharing learning, expertise, resource and messaging
Collaborating on multi-species outcomes without losing their individual focus
Showing the world why species matter in conservation
Shining a spotlight on the obscure and overlooked; showing that less charismatic species
matter and are valuable, important and worthy of celebrating
An integrated approach with a balance of nature/people where people are now a ‘bolt-on’
to a conservation project
Endangered/rare species recovery and integrated advice for a suite of species47
Breaking down cross-taxa silos with collaboration between species groups and identifying
common ground
Set-up for a digital era from the start
Ambitions; shouldering the burden
Giving people the opportunity to help species and reaching new audiences

In addition to the above, during the interim evaluation it has become clear just how strong the
thread of work with landowners is within many BftB projects 48. This seems an important way of
working to bring greater impact from the programme’s work.
This conversation to crystallise the essence or DNA of BftB will continue within the BftB ‘family’ into
the summative evaluation.

46

May 2019, see section 1 for methodology.

47

The integrated approach helps to address the need identified within the Lawton review (2010)
Making space for Nature for our places for wildlife to be ‘bigger, better and more joined up’.
48

As part of the project team reflection, projects were asked to reflect on which audiences they had benefitted
and landowners is a strong reoccurring theme. See Appendix 3 for further details.

8. Towards a
robust legacy;
laying the
foundations

8.1 The legacy planning journey; the story so far
The long-term vision for BftB and therefore its evaluation (see section 7.1) is not built upon a 4-year
programme but upon a much longer-term resilience pathway, see diagram below.

Resilience pathway
Project and programme level
monitoring and evaluation

4-year BftB programme cycle

Long-term impact level monitoring and evaluation

BftB project legacy leading to medium
and long-term follow-on projects
building upon the legacy

Figure 18 Diagram to illustrate how the monitoring and evaluation process will build the resilience pathway for the BFTB theory of
change and ultimately attaining the project vision.
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Furthermore the Programme Steering Group revisited where change needs to happen aka the
domains of change, if a long-term difference is to be made, see diagram on the following page.

Government
Public

Landowners

•Policy change to make policiy more species favourable

•Encouraging people to get behind and support species conservation

•To act for species and 'go the extra mile'
•Think beyond standard habitat management approaches

Funders

•Recognise that core organisational costs need to be funded
•Recognise how much time is needed to manage projects like BftB

Species conservation orgs

•Sharing resources and commitment in a sustainable way
•Embedding cross-species approaches in our organisations
•Upskill the workforce to have the skills needed for projects such as
BftB and recruit for these skills

Species projects

Figure 19 Diagram to show the domains of change for the BftB programme.

•A better flow of information, expertise and resources between
species projects in the sector

Considering the legacy has been a core principle identified within development stage as
fundamental to BftB making long term change in the sector and to the health of species with
nation’s involvement in their future. In particular the funder Esme Fairburn probed the partnership
to think more deeply about how it would ensure a lasting impact. The appointment of a Change
Manager as a core member of the partnership team is an overt reflection of this priority. The
Change Manager and Evaluation consultants have liaised throughout delivery to ensure the two
processes are intimately linked.
Lesson learnt
This role has been fundamental in ensuring that sustainability and legacy remains
‘on the agenda’ for the partnership, especially at times when pressing operational
issues have taken up much of the Programme Steering Group’s time and energy.
Future projects recommendation 8: A Change Manager or similar role is an
effective way in which to help facilitate the process of embedding ideas and ways
of working into the wider work of partners and the sector and also in managing the
legacy planning process which is fundamental to long-term value for money from
programme investment.
Legacy planning is already well underway, and the timeline below shows some of the key points in
the process to date:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rethink Nature CEOs discuss “Future of 2020 group and relationship with BftB legacy/impact”
(July 2017)
Rethink Nature CEOs and Chairs externally facilitated workshop “Rethinking Nature for the
Future” (November 2017)
Culture change statement drawn up for Rethink Nature CEOs (January 2018)
Rethink Nature CEOs and Natural England Senior managers’ facilitated workshop on the
dynamic of the relationship between them (February 2018)
Facilitated workshop on future directions for Rethink Nature (August 2018)
Programme Steering Group legacy workshop (September 2018)
Facilitated workshop on future directions for Rethink Nature with NE and HLF senior staff
(November 2018)
Legacy framework updated (February 2019)
CEOs consider long-term options for BftB (March 2019)
Programme Steering Group consider legacy potential next steps (May 2019).

Four Back from the Brink legacy themes have been identified through this process:

Improved
conservation
status for
priority
species

A Nation
Inspired

Internal sector
change

External
change

BftB legacy

Figure 20 Diagram to show the four legacy themes identified for BftB.

Finally the potential legacy for BftB has been mapped against the 25 Year Environment Plan49, see
table below. This paper sets out what the government and as a nation we need to do to improve the
environment within a generation. This mapping is an important piece of work because it shows how
BftB can be helping to deliver the 25 Year Plan and clearly identifies where the plan has greatest
resonance and therefore BftB has greatest potential for impact.
25 YEP policy

Relevance to BftB

Chapter 2: Recovering nature and enhancing the beauty of landscapes
1. Protecting and recovering nature
i. Publishing a strategy for nature
High relevance: key legacy outcome
ii. Developing a Nature Recovery Network
Potentially high relevance subject to
government commitment and funds50
iii. Providing opportunities for the
Low-med relevance: may help
reintroduction of native species
channel existing resources to potential
successor projects51
iv. Exploring how to give individuals the
Med-high relevance: Inspire a Nation
chance to deliver lasting conservation
Outcome. High if communities
included52
v. Improving biosecurity to protect and
Relevant in specific cases
conserve nature
2. Conserving and enhancing natural beauty
i. Reviewing National Parks and Areas of
Potentially relevant, if biodiversity
Outstanding Natural Beauty
performance of NPs/AoNBs acted
upon53
3. Respecting nature in how we use water
i. Reforming our approach to water
Indirectly relevant
abstraction

BftB
legacy

1
1,4
1

2

1

1-5

‘A Green Future: Our 25 Year Plan to Improve the Environment’.
Rethink Nature have identified the following criteria for their support for this concept: real commitment
across government; high ambition; more precision on brief; analysis that links this response to a defined
problem.
51
Need for any new guidelines to build on, and not weaken, existing international guidelines which seem
adequate for BftB successor work.
52
Assuming the covenants proposal is one initiative aimed at landowners and that the Plan will stimulate
action for involving a wider range of stakeholders.
53
An opportunity to restore biodiversity at landscape scale and to raise the bar on what natural beauty is;
alternatively, a risk of directing scarce resources at poorly-defined or low-impact outcomes.

49
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50

ii. Increasing water supply and incentivising
Indirectly relevant54
greater water efficiency and less personal use
Chapter 3: Connecting people with the environment to improve health and wellbeing
1. Helping people improve their health and wellbeing by using green spaces
i. Considering how environmental therapies
Indirectly relevant
could be delivered through mental health
services
ii. Promoting health and wellbeing through
Relevant to involving people in
the natural environment
volunteering
2. Encouraging children to be close to nature, in and out of school
i. Helping primary schools create natureOut of scope but complementary
friendly grounds
ii. Supporting more pupil contact with local
Relevant in communities local to BftB
natural spaces
3. Greening our towns and cities
i. Creating greener infrastructure
Potentially highly relevant – need to
influence aimsi
ii. Planting more trees in and around our
Potential to support Ancients vision?
towns and cities
4. Making 2019 a Year of Action for the environment
i. Helping children and young people from all
BftB could add value
backgrounds to engage with nature and
improve the environment.
ii. Supporting the 2019 Year of Green Action
BftB could add value
BftB legacy aims not covered in 25YEP
BftB aim
Note
Expansion to UK level
Need to broker UK-wide alignment of
long-term plans

2

2

1, 2
1,2

2

2

1

54

An opportunity to support green infrastructure in the built environment that delivers specific biodiversity
priorities alongside general landscape quality enhancement.
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Lesson learnt
Whilst much good thinking and discussion has occurred a clear legacy plan is still
not in place for the programme. BftB has started to put in place a blueprint
solution for the challenges of the conservation sector is facing and in particular
species conservation however it was always acknowledged that it would be a long
journey to change and that the legacy would play an important role in this.
BftB programme recommendation 27: The urgency and importance of legacy
planning is surpassed only by dealing with the immediate risk posed by
underspend combined with the potential premature loss of human resource.
Programme Steering Group must make a clear decision on the shape of the legacy
by end September 2019 at the latest if plans are to be enacted and legacy put in
place. This should be discussed and if appropriate ratified by Rethink Nature at
their next meeting following this and by Natural England. This must include
decisions on the following:
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Figure 21 Table mapping the 25 Environment Plan against the potential legacy of BftB.

•

The shape and nature of programme level legacy
• If BftB will exist in England in any form after February 2021
• Assuming BftB has some kind of existence after February 2021, we will
need to agree if/how a partnership resource is maintained for
coordination, maintenance of profile, and management of digital and
other assets
• Agree a clear set of legacies for the programme against each of the legacy
themes (including advocacy and communication within the wider sector)
so that they can be developed during the life of the programme and
allocate resources to each of these, for example sets of guidelines,
thinktanks etc. Delegate management of the development of these to a
new Legacy task force bringing in additional resource to ensure these
legacies are fully developed if required.
• Lead organisations to agree and adopt the legacies of each project (see
recommendation 28)
• Agree how medium and long-term monitoring and evaluation will take
place and the governance of this process
• Commit to resource (and underwrite if necessary) all of the above.
Programme Steering Group should provide clear leadership to the partnership that
legacy is a priority including to project staff that ensuring the legacy of the work
already undertaken is more important than undertaking new delivery work and
lead partners to support project teams in managing their work programmes to
ensure this happens.

55

A planning document created during the development stage which includes all of the key details about each
project.
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Lesson learnt
A review of the content of the legacy matrix reveals that the quality of content
indicates that the project teams are struggling with the concept and practicalities
of legacy planning and may not have been involved in the process before. There is
also an inherent conflict of interest for some operational level staff whose jobs will
end at the end of the programme and this may be clouding their ability to look at
legacy after their project ends from a more objective perspective.
BftB programme recommendation 28: Section 9.0 of each project proforma for
each project55details what the longer-term legacy of each project will be including
how project outcomes will be sustained and a maintenance and management plan.
Whilst these proformas have not been updated during the delivery phase of the
programme they do provide a thought through basis from which to work from.
The Change Manager and Programme Manager should work together as a priority
to develop a clear set of guidance on what project legacy might look like with
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At a project level, a legacy matrix was devised (December 2018 and subsequently revised) by project
teams.

examples. This should include a simple table created based on updated proforma
content which details each project area of activity/work, what the legacy is/should
be, what work is needed to secure this legacy and whom should undertake this.
This should be circulated to each project lead organisation and a ‘surgery’ booked
to support each project in thinking through legacy and checking the quality of
plans. External support should be brought in for this process if required as it is key
to maximising the investment made in BftB projects. These plans can be updated
as part of the project closure procedure.

8.2 Spreading to a UK wide delivery model
Partnership species conservation programmes are being developed in both Scotland (Species on the
Edge) and Wales (BftB Cymru). The BftB partnership has already been able to transfer lessons learnt
from delivery to date and the Programme Steering group intend to share the interim evaluation
results with these programmes to ensure they fully benefit from BftB learning. This spread across
the UK is one obvious legacy of the investment in BftB.
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Lesson learnt
It has taken considerable investment, time and energy to develop the BftB brand,
systems and principles.
BftB programme and Future projects recommendation 9: Value for money from
the investment in BftB should be maximised through delivery of a robust legacy for
BftB in England but also through discussions and clear decisions made as to the
extent of sharing brand, systems and ways of working across the UK Partnership
species conservation programmes. It would be beneficial to also have a
coordinated planning effort across all three countries to allow for maximum
collaboration and best use of resources.
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9. Summary of
lessons learnt

Drawing lessons learnt from a project is an important step toward action learning 56. In line with
NLHF evaluation guidance and sector best practice it is also important to recognise what steps need
to be taken to act upon the lesson learnt and to record any resultant action.
Lessons learnt have been identified through the evaluation process and from review of a range of
data sources (see section 1.4). To ensure energy and attention is directed at the most important
lessons and subsequent recommendation for the project and those that it is important to share
more widely are clearly identified they are grouped into two tables:
1. Recommendations for discussion and potential implementation during life of project
2. Recommendations to inform work post - BftB programme or to inform future projects such
as BftB Cymru and Species on the Edge.

56

Revans, R. W. (1998) ABC of action learning. London: Lemos and Crane.
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The BftB Change Manager will maintain a list of these recommendations along with an indication of
subsequent discussions of each issue and any actions taken as a result.

Recommendations for discussion and potential implementation during life of project:
These issues are for discussion by Programme Steering Group and any relevant sub-groups.
Report
section

Lesson learnt

Recommendation

2.1

One of the benefits of the BftB programme is that it has
made thinking processes pertinent to the sector more
visible and accessible on a level playing field to all the
partners.

1: BftB should be a ‘thinktank’ for ideas. In order to make best advantage of the
opportunity BftB represents, the partners need to create more space and opportunities
for these discussions to take place with enough time and the right people. For example,
BftB could be convening expert panels to spend quality time on designated topics
central to the programme and creating brief ‘think papers’ to promote discussions and
action in the wider sector. There are a number of topics raised within this report such
as how to undertake landscape scale conservation with a species focus and further
thinking on the implementation of the Species Recovery Curve and how to embed this
in sector practice. Programme Steering Group and Rethink Nature should both
brainstorm a list of potential topics and prioritise two for action.

2.2

The programme structure has been set up as strongly
operational but with strategic ambitions. There is
currently no clear pathway to deliver the strategic
ambitions. There is no Project Director, for example, a
role which would normally be responsible for at least
some of this strategic activity and in providing practical
leadership and no Project Executive Committee to deal
with the workplace management of the programme.

2: In addition to making a difference on the ground to species BftB aspires to affect a
number of strategic changes such as changing the way in which partner organisations
work and work together and influencing policy and policy makers. Firstly, the
Programme Steering Group should discuss and ascertain if this is still a serious
aspiration for BftB and gain buy-in on the decision from Rethink Nature. If this is still a
serious aspiration, then the governance capacity and skills gap needs to be filled for the
remainder of delivery. There are a number of options for this which should be
discussed at Programme Steering Group. In addition, it would be useful to ascertain
what role Rethink Nature would like to play in change going forward, see section 7.

3.1

The current budgetary underspend within the BftB
programme arguably presents the greatest project
management risk at present and requires urgent
remedial action. When the continuing underspend is
considered in light of pandemic under resourcing issues
(see 3.2) and major risk posed by project staff leaving
before the end of the programme there is the potential
for a ‘perfect storm’ of coinciding risks. This could
severely hamper the ability of BftB to meet its potential
and deliver fully against the intended outcomes.

3: Programme Steering Group have scheduled another re-profile in September 2019
and detailed planning of winter capital works and the Programme Manager has
identified the need to support some projects more intensively. Programme Steering
Group need to urgently consider if enough resource is being allocated to manage and
address this issue as well as providing enough specialist support to find solutions and
support projects. A rapid root and branch review should be undertaken to establish if
the remaining areas of spend and where they are currently allocated to be spent is
appropriate. Will these actions truly help to deliver the BftB vision? species recovery,
inspiring a nation, organisational change or sector level learning? For example, is the
area of activity:









PRIORITY - Essential for providing proof of concept for the BftB approach? This is
essential for the sector and partners to inform decisions on how to work in the future
PRIORITY - Important for cementing the work already done and providing a robust
legacy? This is a priority because the focus of project officers is naturally on ‘here and
now’ delivery rather than a more strategic approach to ensuring best long term benefit
from every activity delivered
Essential to delivery of species recovery for the S41 species identified?
A proven method of inspiring audiences central to delivery of BftB?
Testing a new approach or idea which is important to solving a challenge for the sector
in species recovery or inspiring a nation?
A tool for providing better benefit to the wider work of partner organisations or sector?
A tool for spreading the lessons learnt from BftB to the wider sector and involving them
in the discussion of species conservation work at a landscape scale and how to measure
this?

If the answer is no, then that area of activity or spend should be removed57 and the
budget reallocated to priorities identified by the interim evaluation. The process should

57

Working within the current BftB system for change and NLHF procedures.

not be framed negatively as a ‘claw back’ (which feels threatening and can be divisive)
but in a more positive light as a strategic allocation of funds to ensure BftB meets its
overall vision which all partners and staff and passionate about.
Alongside this work, robust contingency plans need to be put in place to mitigate the
risk of major underspend continuing and another backstop date set at which the
situation will be reassessed again.
4: Several recommendations within this report could aid staff retention however
focussed thought from HR specialists with expertise in this field within partner
organisations is needed to identify adequate mitigation measures for staff loss. This
should comprise of a task and finish group. The lessons learnt from this group would be
transferrable to a range of other funded projects which suffer from this problem.
Alongside this work, robust contingency plans need to be put in place to mitigate the
risk of major loss of staff before the end of the programme.
3.2

BftB is a complex programme and needs adequate
resource at both the centre and within projects. The
entire programme constantly feels like everyone is
delivering at peak capacity and only just keeping on top
of what needs to be done or not keeping up. Additional
resource has recently been added to the programme
team however this is not enough to cover the basic
need without consideration of some of the potential
actions identified within this report.

5: Throughout this report there is a clear demonstrated need for additional central
capacity. Projects and partner organisations have also identified a need within some
projects for additional capacity to relieve pressure on strained workers. If there is room
within budgets creative ways of creating this capacity should be considered as a high
priority, for example temporary central roles which can support multiple projects in
undertaking similar tasks, adding extra capacity to existing roles if those roles are
working efficiently at present, external commissioning of small, discrete pieces of
support work and working in partnership with external organisations to bring in
additional expertise and capacity where needed.

3.3

The risk and change system is working relatively
efficiency and with transparency to partner
organisations and the funder. However, there is the

6: In addition to keeping a log of recommendations from the interim evaluation (see
section 8) the Change Manager should check the risk register against the findings of the
interim evaluation and ensure all risks are listed both for strategic and operational level

possible optimism bias in the grading of individual risks
and the underplaying of the risk of multiple risks
impacting on the project at once. Individual projects
are also over optimistic when assigning RAG ratings to
different elements of their project making them a less
reliable source of data than would be ideal (see section
4.1).

risks and that ratings are realistic. This will support the Programme Steering Group in
making decisions on mitigation and propriety actions.

3.5

Connecting geographically disparate projects and
operational staff and volunteers is challenging but
important in achieving the benefits of a partnership
approach and national drive.

7: The programme team should actively address the flow of information between
centre and projects and between projects. Set pieces such as conferences or
symposium (which are primarily focussed on sharing rather than dispensing information
from the centre) have a role to play alongside web-based content (for example
developing case studies of best practice and lessons learnt identified as part of the
interim evaluation process) and regular reporting and sharing. It is not possible to
achieve this within existing central programme team resources and therefore additional
resource must be identified.

5.1

The Species Recovery Curve model is a useful tool but
needs to work alongside other models already widely in
use in the sector.

8: A process needs to be agreed within BftB to guide how Species Recovery Curve
positions of individual species are updated. It is recommended that as and when
projects feel their species should be moved along the Species Recovery Curve or at the
summative evaluation stage of each project. Such requests should be sent to the
Programme Manager who will discuss each one with Richard Wilson of Natural England
(as a specialist to be nominated by the Monitoring and Evaluation Task and Finish
Group. Where these individuals are in agreement of the validity of the claim and
supporting evidence, the request will be put before the task and finish group for
approval and then sent to the Taxon Group for their independent review.

This recommended process should be discussed and if appropriate approved by the
Monitoring and Evaluation Task and Finish group. It then needs to be communicated to
all projects by the Programme Manager.
9: A group of specialists nominated by the Monitoring and Evaluation Task and Finish
group should work to further develop thinking on how to implement the Species
Recover Curve model alongside other working models in the sector. This thinking
should be shared more widely in the sector as one of the ‘think papers’ recommended
in section 2.1.
5.2

There are limitations to the interpretation of BftB
monitoring data.

10: Discussion is needed on how to use data on the abundance and distribution of
species in 2020 to assess progress in relation to the species recovery curve. A clear
process for assessing the position of a species on the Species Recovery Curve at the end
of the programme is required, how BftB data will be fed into this and how liaison with
the taxon group will be organised. The task and finish group should formulate
recommendations for programme Steering Group to approve as part of the project
closure and summative evaluation process.

5.2

BftB have found that monitoring works best when
there is a strong lead, guidance and capacity support
from the centre and lead organisations for each project
and taxa.

11: There needs to be agreement on whether a central collation of BftB monitoring data
is desirable or whether the data will be stored by the BftB partners. This extends to
mapping associated with data and whether this should be stored in lead organisations
in their own systems (preferred) or centrally in a GIS-based system. There needs to be
agreement on the sharing of records, e.g. with partners, members of the public and
data custodians such as Local Record Centres, National Recording Schemes, the
National Biodiversity Network etc. The audiences, mechanisms and timetable for data
sharing need to be agreed.

5.2

A back-calculation method of collating a baseline
provides useful contextual information however these

12: Where good baseline data exists then the BftB metrics Project Managers/Officers
should back-calculate this for the baseline year, so that the metrics going forward can

5.2

records are likely to be spatially and temporally patchy
and may not provide a complete baseline survey for the
included areas for all species.

be compared with the baseline. Where this is not the case then the logical conclusion is
for the BftB projects to aim to undertake complete standardised surveys for the
included species, as soon as practical in the lifetime of their projects (e.g. in 2020), and
for these surveys to provide the baseline. These baseline surveys, together with
previous survey and data records, would be important to inform status assessments
and changes in status. Lead organisations for each project without a robust baseline
should discuss the feasibility of this work within existing resources and if it is not
possible what additional resources would be required to ensure it is completed. This
information should be reported back to the Task and Finish group to discuss and make a
recommendation (with advice from Just Ecology) to the Programme Steering Group.

Robust methodologies at project level for on-going
monitoring are essential to understand the impact of
conservation works on the target species. These can be
are time-consuming to develop and involve taking
pragmatic decisions about what is feasible and what is
good practice when a recognised standard does not
exist.

13: Field methods have yet to be described/fully described for 10 of the 99 included
species; Further information on methodologies is required from the Lesser Butterfly
orchid and some integrated projects. In the first instance, support should be provided
by the lead organisation as a matter of urgency to resolve this situation. If significant
barriers are faced by projects in completing this task, then these should be escalated to
the Monitoring and Evaluation Task and Finish group by the lead partner.
14: There remains some uncertainty about which sites are to be monitored for
particular species. This needs to be resolved with urgency by Project Managers/Officers
with support from project lead organisations.
15: To ensure mapping is completed to a good standard and consistency some simple
guidance should be drawn up by Just Ecology for example on appropriate map scales,
the drawing of boundaries and capture of recording units. Maps of sites to be
monitored should be created by Project Managers/Officers with the support of lead
organisations for Grey Long Eared bat, Lesser Butterfly orchid, Ladybird spider, Pine
Marten and Willow tit.

16: Just Ecology have identified that whist some of the metrics are good (i.e.
appropriate and easy to understand), some are a little vague and need to be improved.
They also feel that some work is needed on whether there can get better consistency
across the projects on the metrics they will report. Just Ecology should scope this piece
of work to articulate exactly what the issues are and more specifically what work is
recommended.
5.2

It is important to understand not just what ecological
monitoring is planned but what is actually being
undertaken and the nature of associated management
interventions which might be causing change to
happen.

17: Just Ecology should develop a template for consistent recording of the nature and
detail of conservation management interventions implemented as part of each BftB
project. This should be provided to projects to be updated as required and can form an
appendix to the final report for each project (see section 3.4 for details).
18: A ‘health check’ on delivery of monitoring activities should be undertaken by Just
Ecology in winter 2019 after this recording season is over. This should include details
such as which species are being monitored in which years of BftB, the number of visits
per year per species, how data is stored/metrics are being reported and shared any
issues they are encountering so that problems can be addressed in a timely way. Just
Ecology should design a method for this health check that can be discussed and agreed
by the Monitoring and Evaluation Task and Finish group.

5.2

The challenge of monitoring in integrated projects
requires a significant amount of time and expertise to
overcome.

19: Whilst some work to action recommendations concerning ecological monitoring can
be undertaken by partner organisations, additional resource needs to be identified to
support and coordinate this work. In particular integrated projects require support to
ensure methodologies are agreed and carried out. Can expertise be identified with a
partner organisation which can be seconded into the BftB programme if budget can be
found to tackle the programme wide issues? Can additional resource be procured at
project level with the required expertise to solve some of the project specific issues?

5.3

Lack of action/wrong action for Section 41 species
because of inadequate knowledge of what is needed
and how to work in this way was identified as a threat
to conservation in the Species Conservation Action Plan
(Nov 2016). The BftB project has been a testbed for
two distinct ways of working; integrated and species
focussed projects. Weaving the consideration of
species into landscape scale conservation plans can
seem overly complex but is important if we are to
provide an environment in which our most threatened
species can survive and then thrive.

20: Further discussion of this is required and a deeper level investigation via a costbenefit analysis of the single species vs integrated species approach to feed into the
summative evaluation. A tangible legacy for the programme for the sector should be
making this thinking visible and articulating clear recommendations for the sector about
species conversation as part of a landscape scale approach. This is an opportunity to
engage a wider range of stakeholders and interested parties beyond the BftB
partnership in discussion.

6.1

One of the challenges of partnership working is
retention of identity of individual partners and how this
balances with the identity of the partnership. There is
an inherent friction with a few partners on whose
identity should be most prominent in communications
about their individual project and there are some
perceived conflicts of interest in using a shared
branding. This can be especially prevalent with partner
communication teams who are one-step removed from
the operational and strategic delivery of the
programme.

21: One of the potential solutions to conflicts of interest in joint branding (although no
one action alone is likely to solve the issue) is to better show the benefits of using a
central branding, especially through collaboration on diversifying fundraising avenues
and membership in the future.

6.1

It is critical for conservation organisations to identify
robust ways in which to understand the impact of their
communication and PR activities if they are to

22: As a ‘pathfinder’ project BftB is trialling new ways of engaging people and needs to
understand the impact of this engagement. It is therefore recommended is to

understand what works and what doesn’t. New ways
of measuring beyond the ‘reach’ of communications
must be found.

undertake a ‘frame analysis’ on a sample of representative communication and PR
materials and run focus groups with members of ‘warm’ and ‘cold’ target audiences.

6.1

Whilst partner organisation communication teams can
provide some support for programme and project
communications, they are mostly stretched
themselves. An ambitious programme wanting to
create a national profile and subsequent engagement
through communications needs to ensure that it is
properly resourced.

23: The Communications Group can more effectively support the Communications
Manager by delivering some of the tasks it identifies amongst partners. A new member
of the programme team has been appointed to help relieve administrative strain in this
area of work however this will not provide enough capacity or expertise to maximise
the benefit of collaborative communications that the BftB can offer. When considering
reallocation of underspend, central communications support should be a priority and
the Programme Manager should support the Communication Manager in identifying
discrete packages of work that can be delegated or outsourced.

6.3

BftB needs to help projects find the unique angle or
frame for talking about their species if they are to get
the public behind efforts to conserve it whilst knowing
most will not have the immediate charismatic quality of
some megafauna (think panda, hedgehog or snow
leopard). There is plenty of good practice in the sector,
being developed with BftB and within the practice of
partner organisations but it is not in a readily available,
shareable format.

24: The community arts approach is one solution to this and should continue to be
delivered and evaluated within BftB. This approach should be captured in a shareable
format, for example, some case studies have already been shared internally but these
need editing and extending for external consumption.
25: The RSPB have piloted an evaluation method (the ENACT scale) to help understand
the correlation between different types of conservation engagement activities and
nature connectedness. Use ENACT scale and evaluation of comms to further
interrogate this during the remainder of the project.
26: Projects need to find ways to inject creativity into the everyday ways in which they
engage people with species conservation. When the National Trust ‘reframed’ their
flagship properties and explored themes that would better engage a wider section of
society they brought together a set of people to help them think in different ways.
Artists, poets, journalists, designers, architects all came together with subject and

engagement specialists to bring fresh perspectives for telling the stories of their
heritage. This model could be simply applied to BftB by offering a ‘creative surgery’ to
BftB projects and partners to work with a group of creatives to undertake this process
as an extension of the community arts programme. This should have a legacy in the
form of a shareable document or guidance which can inform work wider than the BftB
projects.
8.1

Whilst much good thinking and discussion has occurred
a clear legacy plan is still not in place for the
programme. BftB has started to put in place a blueprint
solution for the challenges of the conservation sector is
facing and in particular species conservation however it
was always acknowledged that it would be a long
journey to change and that the legacy would play an
important role in this.

27: The urgency and importance of legacy planning is surpassed only by dealing with
the immediate risk posed by underspend combined with potential premature loss of
human resource. Programme Steering Group must make a clear decision on the shape
of the legacy by end September 2019 at the latest if plans are to be enacted and legacy
put in place. This should be discussed and if appropriate ratified by Rethink Nature at
their next meeting following this and by Natural England. This must include decisions
on the following:
•
The shape and nature of programme level legacy
• If BftB will exist in England in any form after February 2021
• Assuming BftB has some kind of existence after February 2021, we will need to
agree if/how a partnership resource is maintained for coordination,
maintenance of profile, and management of digital and other assets
• Agree a clear set of legacies for the programme against each of the legacy
themes (including advocacy and communication within the wider sector) so
that they can be developed during the life of the programme and allocate
resources to each of these, for example sets of guidelines, thinktanks etc.
Delegate management of the development of these to a new Legacy task force
bringing in additional resource to ensure these legacies are fully developed if
required.
• Lead organisations to agree and adopt the legacies of each project (see
recommendation 28)

•

Agree how medium and long-term monitoring and evaluation will take place
and the governance of this process
• Commit to resource (and underwrite if necessary) all of the above.
Programme Steering Group should provide clear leadership to the partnership that
legacy is a priority including to project staff that ensuring the legacy of the work
already undertaken is more important than undertaking new delivery work and lead
partners to support project teams in managing their work programmes to ensure this
happens.
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8.1

A review of the content of the legacy matrix reveals
that the quality of content indicates that the project
teams are struggling with the concept and practicalities
of legacy planning and may not have been involved in
the process before. There is also an inherent conflict of
interest for some operational level staff whose jobs will
end at the end of the programme and this may be
clouding their ability to look at legacy after their project
ends from a more objective perspective.

28: Section 9.0 of each project proforma for each project58details what the longer-term
legacy of each project will be including how project outcomes will be sustained and a
maintenance and management plan. Whilst these proformas have not been updated
during the delivery phase of the programme they do provide a thought through basis
from which to work from. The Change Manager and Programme Manager should work
together as a priority to develop a clear set of guidance on what project legacy might
look like with examples. This should include a simple table created based on updated
proforma content which details each project area of activity/work, what the legacy
is/should be, what work is needed to secure this legacy and whom should undertake
this. This should be circulated to each project lead organisation and a ‘surgery’ booked
to support each project in thinking through legacy and checking the quality of plans.
External support should be brought in for this process if required as it is key to
maximising the investment made in BftB projects. These plans can be updated as part
of the project closure procedure.

8.2

It has taken considerable investment, time and energy
to develop the BftB brand, systems and principles.

29: Value for money from the investment in BftB should be maximised through delivery
of a robust legacy for BftB in England but also through discussions and clear decisions
made as to the extent of sharing brand, systems and ways of working across the UK
Partnership species conservation programmes. It would be beneficial to also have a

A planning document created during the development stage which includes all of the key details about each project.

coordinated planning effort across all three countries to allow for maximum
collaboration and best use of resources.

Recommendations to inform work post-BftB or to inform future projects:
These issues are for passing on the future projects and some of these have already been raised with BftB Cymru and Species on the Edge via key members
of the BftB team who are acting as a liaison point.
A list of recommendations for the wider sector has been kept since the beginning of programme delivery. A full list of these recommendations will form
part of the summative evaluation report.
Report
section

Lesson learnt

Recommendation

2.1

It is clear that whilst there are significant benefits,
partnership working at a strategic level has been
considerably more time-consuming than anticipated for
partner organisations. It is testament to the breadth
and depth of these benefits that partner organisations
have continued their commitment to this way of
working despite the heavy resource drain.
Collaboration at a project level also requires resources
and clear direction for project officers that this is an
important feature of the programme.

1: Future projects working in a collaborative way need to ensure that they allocate
enough resource to allow for collaboration at both an operational and strategic level if
best value for money is to be gained from a programme and the greatest depth of
outcomes and impacts on the partners organisations work is to be gained.

3.1

We know that people care about species and wildlife
conservation (in some cases passionately) and that the
UK public gives £10.1 billion to charities each year . So,
where’s the disconnect? BftB has been unable to solve
the sector-wide issue of philanthropic giving into
mainstream conservation and the modest target set
has so far not been reached. Long-term sustainability is

2: Getting the ‘ask’ and model of philanthropic giving right is an important issue for the
sector. Yet it is one that is hard to crack and dedicated resource and potentially
additional external expertise is needed if this issue is to be given proper attention.
Whilst this may not be possible within the remit of BftB it is an issue which warrants
proper resourcing within future programmes and targets for this kind of giving should be
kept to realistic levels until solutions to this issue have been found.

a key challenge for species conservation organisations
and diversification of income sources is widely
accepted as part of the solution.
3.2

It is important to keep ambition in line with resources
and feasibility and be realistic about costs. In
particular, don’t squeeze an ambitious programme
down to meet a fundraising threshold, but cut down to
the target level.

3: Staff capacity is absolutely critical. Role profiles and the recruitment process need to
clearly articulate and value the specialist skills needed not just within traditional
conservation skills but within people engagement and evaluation. If these are not
present, then a clear path to developing them needs to be mapped. Careful
consideration needs to be taken to when a role should be split because too many
specialists yet disparate skills are being requested from the same person. In addition, a
slower paced start-up would allow staff to better orientate into the project and reduce
pressure. Plan for the delivery phase to have an introductory period of 3-6 months to fit
in recruitment, getting up to speed on the project, addressing generic tasks (e.g. comms
templates). Assume capital spend will not start until at least 6 months in.

3.5

Connecting geographically disparate projects and
operational staff and volunteers is challenging but
important in achieving the benefits of a partnership
approach and national drive.

4: It is important for any new projects to ensure that these sharing systems are designed
in from the start to both programme work plans and the role profiles and work
allocations of operational level staff so that connectivity and collaboration with other
projects does not feel like a ‘luxury item’ but is essential to the way in which they work.

5.2

BftB have found that monitoring works best when
there is a strong lead, guidance and capacity support
from the centre and lead organisations for each project
and taxa.

5: For future projects it would be highly beneficial to produce central guidance on data
collection, storage and sharing during the development stage and for systems to be
established at this stage. A dedicated member of staff (a Data Officer for example) in the
programme team to support this process would be of great benefit.

6.1

The brand is widely accepted by partners as an
important part of its success in building profile
externally, providing an easy-to-use tool to talk about
the programme and also in providing a visual device to
symbolise the collaborative spirit and overarching goal

6: As this strong brand has been established future projects could gain benefit from the
profile it has developed by developing a clear and visible link to BftB i.e. keeping the
working models compatible, ensuring a “family resemblance” in brand identities and
investigating use of the BftB website infrastructure .

of the programme; bringing species ‘back from the
brink’ of extinction.
6.3

Whilst any of the traditional engagement techniques
can be delivered in a fresh and innovative way, many of
the activity plans for project do not push the
boundaries or capitalise on the partnership potential
within BftB. There is a central programme, but the
majority of activity delivery is siloed into individual
projects and not capitalising on the mandate to
collaborate. If species conservation is to stay relevant
to ‘warm’ audiences and find a new relevance with
‘cold’ ones more innovation is needed in activity
planning in particular to take advantage of partnership.

7: Innovation in activity planning is needed to reach new audiences and to take
advantage of working in partnership. For example, an online platform/app with has
nature/wildlife/ethical activities for people to do and record that they have done could
span the offer of all partners. A mixture of ‘connection to nature’ and ‘action for nature’.
Imagine 100,000 people all leaving a square metre of grass unmown this year? And
imagine an app telling you that you were part of that. Or it nudging you when it was time
to take part in the Big Butterfly Count, or Big Garden Birdwatch. Looking for something
to do with the family? The app suggests having a minibeast hunt in a garden or local park
– and look, it directs you to simple identification resources (already existing on partner
sites) in case you want any support. This kind of solution would make best use of the
collaborative nature of BftB.

8.1

This role has been fundamental in ensuring that
sustainability and legacy remains ‘on the agenda’ for
the partnership, especially at times when pressing
operational issues have taken up much of the
Programme Steering Group’s time and energy.

8: A Change Manager or similar role is an effective way in which to help facilitate the
process of embedding ideas and ways of working into the wider work of partners and the
sector and also in managing the legacy planning process which is fundamental to longterm value for money from programme investment.

8.2

It has taken considerable investment, time and energy
to develop the BftB brand, systems and principles.

9: Value for money from the investment in BftB should be maximised through delivery of
a robust legacy for BftB in England but also through discussions and clear decisions made
as to the extent of sharing brand, systems and ways of working across the UK
Partnership species conservation programmes. It would be beneficial to also have a
coordinated planning effort across all three countries to allow for maximum
collaboration and best use of resources.
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